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Center for Cognition
and Sociality

From advisor and advisee
to fellow directors

Exploring the
mysteries of
the brain

SHIN Hee-Sup

C. Justin Lee

In 2018, the Institute for Basic Science (IBS) appointed

“Dr. Shin was a well-known researcher in brain science.

Technology (KIST)’s Center for Glioscience Research as

role in the process and asked Dr. Shin what if I conduct

Director C. Justin Lee of the Korea Institute of Science and
Co-Directors of the Center for Cognition and Sociality.

The appointment was intended to maximize research

synergy by having Dr. SHIN Hee-Sup, who has been the

sole Director of the Center for Cognition and Sociality so

After his presentation, I thought astrocytes might have a

this experiment. He suggested a two-week experiment in

Korea.”

Dr. Lee clearly remembers his first meeting with Dr.

Shin 17 years ago. As a post-doc researcher at Emory

far, lead the Social Neuroscience Group and Dr. C. Justin

University, Dr. Lee visited KIST’s Center for Neuroscience,

Both directors worked together at KIST until Dr. Shin’s

Shin asked the president of KIST to interview Dr. Lee as

Lee lead the Cognitive Glioscience Group.

appointment as Director of the IBS Center for Cognition

led by Dr. Shin, to conduct the experiment, while Dr.

and Sociality in 2012. Dr. Shin was the one who recruited

Neuroscience in 2004.

established. IBS Research meets these two scientists,

researchers at the time for his development of a software

become fellow directors.

the nervous system. The program was quite useful for

Dr. Lee from the United States, where Dr. Lee was firmly

who first met as advisor and advisee but have now

program that analyzed the electrical signal data from
researchers,” said Dr. Shin, explaining why he wanted Dr.

Lee to come to Korea.

Dr. Shin was making a presentation on the function of

he focused on behavioral analysis based on electro-

nervous system at the 2003 Cold Spring Harbor Meeting

neuroscience studies based on genetics. This separate

the PLC-β4 gene in regulating biological rhythms in the

in Long Island, New York.
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Director, Cognitive Glioscience
Group, Center for Cognition
and Sociality

“Dr. Lee was well-known among neurophysiolog y

Serendipitous encounter at an academic conference
in 2003

C. Justin Lee

a potential hire. As a result, Dr. Lee joined the Center for

After Dr. Lee joined KIST’s Center for Neuroscience,

physiolog y, while Dr. Shin focused on fundamental
yet interdependent system of the Center began to boost

SHIN Hee-Sup

Director, Social Neuroscience
Group, Center for Cognition
and Sociality

stuck together since they have such a long history from

KIST to IBS.

Korea�s ﬁrst application of genetics to brain science

The IBS Center for Cognition and Sociality studies which

nervous system paths work for cognitive functions, such
as memory, emotion, and empathy. Dr. Shin was the first

in Korea to apply genetics to brain science research. He

using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to

mice mutated and found a higher level of empathy in the

research at the molecular level,” Dr. Shin explained.

Identif ying the neural circuits that determine the

difference in empathy ability is one of the leading brain
science studies that apply genetics. In 2018, the research

beyond the brain so that I could explore original topics,”

the relationship between acetyl cholinesterase (AChE),

Their career paths diverged when Dr. Shin was

appointed as the Director of the Center for Cognition

paper on the same topic had been published abroad.

two became co-directors in 2018. In fact, Dr. Lee was

and Sociality in 2012 but then converged again as the
waiting for IBS approval of his proposal to establish a new

between acetyl cholinesterase and hypothermia instead.

research center focusing on glioscience studies.

hypothermia in mice whose genes had been manipulated

great energy, the suggestion by the IBS to become a Co-

“Since establishing a new research center requires

b y Dr. Shin to pr e v ent t he gener at ion of ace t y l

Directors for the Center for Cognition and Sociality was a

Dr. Lee analyzed the electrical signals of nicotine

Shin again, after he accepted to run the Center together,”

conﬁrmed that the signals were 40% less frequent than in

normal mice. His ﬁndings were published in the February
2007 issue of the Journal of Physiology. “I agonized over

whether I should give up that project, but Dr. Shin had
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The genetic analysis of the 18 groups of mice found

group. The research team had the Nrxn3 gene of other

mice.

The research team removed Nr xn3 from different

types of neurons in the anterior cingulate cortical region

of the frontal lobe and compared the empathetic ability

of mice to identify the detailed mechanism of the gene.

The anterior cingulate cortex is known to be involved in

impulse control and emotion. The experiment showed
that the empathic ability of mice increased greatly once

said Dr. Lee.

an enzyme that breaks down the neurotransmitter

receptor s in the s ympathetic ner ves of mice and

team led by Dr. Shin put two mice in a separate but

The empathetic group showed a stronger tendency of

ﬁrmly believed in me until I shifted my interest of research

For example, they both studied hypothermia from

cholinesterase.

The team’s e xperiment involved 18 genetically

different groups of mice, and found that one group of

mutations in the Nrxn3 gene only in the empathetic

Genetic animal models have enabled us to conduct brain

This came af ter he had discovered the tendency of

suﬀering of the other mouse under foot shocks.

mechanisms using genetic animal models.

emotions, such as fear, which were intentionally triggered.

Dr. Lee then suggested investigating the relationship

mouse shows freezing behavior, a sign of fear, toward the

“freezing” behavior, than other mice.

analyze changes in various parts of the brain from certain

acetylcholine, and dementia, they came to know that a

mouse suffering from the electric shock. The observing

which cause epilepsy and motor paralysis in the brain.
“Early brain science research was mostly conducted

a neurological perspective. However, while studying

by a transparent wall one mouse could see the other

mice empathized with the pain of the other mouse.

Since then, he has identified a variety of neurological

synergy in their studies.

only one mouse. Since two chambers were partitioned

drew the attention of the international community in

1997 when he discovered the PLC-β1 and PLC-β4 genes,

Through a constant ﬂow of feedback, directors C� Justin Lee �left� and Shin Hee�Sup are creating research synergy�

neighboring chambers and applied an electric shock to

great opportunity for me. I was fortunate to work with Dr.
said Dr. Lee.

“I think meeting Dr. Shin was a fate. It is an honor

just to have the opportunity to work with him, whom

is considered as a master in the field of brain science

research.” The two were often referred to as “magnets”

Introduction�of�a�genetic�method�

using�animal�models�enabled�brain�

research�that�entailed�the�ability�to�

observe�at�the�molecular�level�

the Nrxn3 gene was removed from the inhibitory SST

neurons (responsible for regulating signal intensity).

The Social Neuroscience Group of the Center for

developed the technology to regulate RNA movement

with light. Since RNA delivers DNA information to protein,

the technolog y opens the way to regulate protein

Cognition and Sociality currently is currently a global

synthesis with light.

ability. In the study of the Nrxn3 gene, the research team

are more impor tant than the information encoded

leader in studies of brain mechanism for empathic

“The acquired characteristics recorded onto brains

discovered that it could increase the empathetic ability of

in the genes since the brain is always learning. The

to inhibit the SST neurons. In February this year, they also

understand the roles of specific proteins in real time,”

mice towards fear by emitting light in the mouse’s head

advancement of optogenetic s has enabled us to
said Dr. Shin.

Expanding research from neural cells to astrocytes

�The drive to experiment

The brain is made up of approximately 1 trillion cells.

with ideas, without

About 10%, or 100 billion cells, are nerve cells (neurons),

hesitation, is an

important characteristic

while the others are neuroglial cells. Scientists have

in a good researcher,�

mostly focused on neural cells so far, and so have Dr.

A�fundamental�cure�for�Parkinson’s�disease�
will�be�possible�if�the�neurotransmitter�in�

astrocytes��which�regulates�dopaminergic�
neuron�survival��can�be�inhibited��

said Director Lee�

Shin.

Dr. Lee’s main research subject is glial cells, especially

the role of astrocy tes. A strocy tes are cells whose

muscle stiffness or slowing physical movement. So far, it

assist nerve cell functions.

neurons. Dr. Lee’s research team inhibited the secretion of

protrusions extend radially like a star and are known to
In 2010, Dr. Lee’s research findings - that astrocytes

secreted the inhibitory neurotransmitter GABA - were

has been believed to be caused by the death of dopamine
GABA from astrocytes in Parkinson’s disease model mice.
stimulated dopamine neurons in mice with Parkinson’s

the Division of Food Technology, Biotechnology and

secreted neurotransmitters. Dr. Lee also disclosed that

using optogenetics, and observed an improvement in

glutamate.

distance.

controversial. Some argue astrocytes have no important

production of dopamine neurons is found to be on halt,

run predominantly by neurons. “Playing such critical

Parkinson’s by regulating GABA, which puts dopamine

“hardware”. Dr. Lee’s joining in our center allowed us

Dr. Lee is now writing a paper on the role of astrocytes

St ill , opinion s on t h e r ole s o f a s t r o c y te s ar e

role in the process of neurotransmission, which is

roles in the brain, neurons and astrocytes are both its
to find more about the brain’s neurological processes

involving both neurons and astrocytes.

The Cognitive Glioscience Group, led by Dr. Lee,

is currently studying astrocytes to investigate the

mechanisms of brain disease such as dementia and

symptoms as the mice showed an increased total walking

“At the initial stage of Parkinson’s disease, the

but not total death of the cells. We should be able to cure
neurons “in sleep”,” said Dr. Lee.

in the brain’s recover y from stroke. “The functional

re cover y of br ain cells is inhibite d when nor mal
astrocytes become reactive astrocytes that secrete
excessive amounts of GABA,” explained Dr. Lee

Parkinson’s disease. In January this year, its research -

Entrusting the future of the Center for Cognition and

to Parkinson’s - was published in the journal Current

Dr. Shin retires from the directorship this year. Stressing

Parkinson’s disease is a neurodegenerative

Dr. Shin praised Dr. Lee. “Dr. Lee has engaged in many

that astrocytes dominating dopamine cells can lead
Biology.

disease showing, movement disorders, such as

Dr. Lee is searching for candidate substances for the

treatment of dementia and other incurable diseases

in collaboration with Professor LEE Hyang-beom, a

movements of the model mice. The research team then

astrocytes release the excitator y neurotransmitter,

with many researchers.”

This increased dopamine production has led to increased

published in the journal Science. These ﬁndings replaced

the existing theory that only neurons synthesized and

learned from him seeing how he communicates so easily

well-known master in the field of fungi research, from
Agrochemistry at Chonnam National University. “This

study began with a vague hope that we might find any

clues in fungi for treating dementia just as penicillin,

a medicine that changed the course of histor y, was

obtained from blue mold. It is always fun to collaborate
with researchers in other ﬁelds,” said Dr. Lee.

Even in the short break of the interview, both naturally

began discussing their ongoing research projects, an
unfailing dedication and passion for science as a born
scientist. What is the secret behind their such a long-time

relationship, first as an advisor and advisee and now as
fellow directors�

“Autonomy in research that allows a researcher to

readily experiment whenever questions arise is what

vitalizes science. That is my research philosophy. On this,

Sociality

Dr. Lee and I completely agree,” said Dr. Shin. “It would be

the importance of collaboration in basic science research,

because the leader retires. I am confident that Dr. Lee

joint studies with outstanding researchers in Korea. I

forward.

a great loss for a research center to be disbanded simply

will be a great successor to take over the center to move
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Fantastic

high magnetic
fields
The Earth is a huge magnet. Just as when iron shavings
sprinkled on a bar magnet spread from the N pole to
the S pole of the magnet, the Earth creates a magnetic
force field of similar shape, known as the Earth’s
magnetic field.
Nowadays, research institution can generate high

magnetic fields that are 910,000 times stronger than
the Earth’s magnetic field. This high magnetic field
is completely different from the Earth’s magnetic
field that we experience. In a high-magnetic-field
environment, two different substances such as
solid and liquid are classified as the same substance
(topological matter). In addition, the approximately
7.2 × 1027 protons that make up our bodies are aligned
in one direction and generate electromagnetic waves
(magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) device), and the
ultra-high-temperature plasma that causes a nuclear
fusion reaction moves gently (superconducting nuclear
fusion device).
How does a high magnetic field create such a
phenomenon? The Institute for Basic Science (IBS)
designated the physics of materials under extreme
conditions, including high magnetic fields, as its
focused research subject for 2020, and is accelerating
its studies on the generation and application of high
magnetic fields. Herein, we review the front line of
studies on high magnetic fields in Korea and elsewhere.

❶
❷
❸

What is high magnetic fields?

Humans have created magnetic fields that

are 910,000 times stronger than the Earth’s
Applications in high magnetic fields

From disease diagnosis to semiconductor
elements

Essential for fundamental science

The Institute for Basic Science (IBS) takes the

lead in applications of high magnetic fields
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Written by HAHN Seungyong, Professor of the Department of Electrical Engineering, Seoul National University

❶

| What is high magnetic fields?

Humans have created magnetic fields

that are 910,000 times
stronger than the Earth’s

About 200 years ago, on April 21, 1820, a Danish
physicist and chemist, Hans Christian Oersted, noticed
an interesting phenomenon for the first time. While
lecturing on electricity and magnetism, he accidentally
discovered that the needle of the compass placed on
the table moved exactly in a response to the action
of turning on and off the current in an adjacent wire.
The current-carrying wire exerted a force similar to a
magnet. Oersted began to infer a relationship between
electricity and magnetism, which was the beginning of
the study on electromagnetism.

How powerful can people make magnets? Countries all

over the world have entered the race to develop magnets

powerful enough for the type of high magnetic-field

environment essential to scientific and technical research.
The picture below shows a 38 T magnet developed by

a research team at the National High Magnetic Field Lab

(HMFL-Nijmegen) in the Netherlands.

Correlation discovered between
current and magnetic fields
Electricity and magnetism are the great pedestals of modern

civilization. This dates back to ancient times when humankind

began to recognize magnetism. Around the 6th centur y BC,

Thales noticed that natural magnets (lodestone) stuck to each

other and recorded that they were alive. He understood it in
connection with the phenomenon of feathers attaching to amber

through static electricity. China manufactured compasses in the

early 11th century, using a magnetic material that pointed to the

north and south.

However, it took a long time from then to academically

discover the principle of magnetism. Theoretical studies began

after Oersted first discovered that a magnetic field was formed
around a current-carrying wire in 1820.

Gideon Laureijs(EMFL)

French physicist André-Marie Ampère, while recreating
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Oersted’s experiment, discovered that two current-carrying wires

placed close together displayed the same attraction or repulsion
as two adjacent magnets. As a result, Ampère derived what

is known as Ampère’s force law: that the force of attraction or

13

repulsion between two current- carrying wires is proportional to

their lengths and the intensities of the currents passing through
them.

At around the same time, British physicist Michael Faraday was

also studying magnetic fields. In contrast to Oersted, Faraday

focused on inducing current by changing the magnetic field. He

An initial power generator model

experimentally proved electromagnetic induction by showing

was developed in Belgium in the

that electric current flowed through a loop of wire wrapped

1870s. This produces electricity on
the principle of electromagnetic

around an iron ring when he moved a magnet through the loop.

induction, in which current ﬂows
changes.

motors in the 1830s.
Peter Van den Bossche(W)

However, his inventions did not attract much attention while

he was alive. Legend has it that, when British Prime Minister

field generation has advanced as

superconductivity has enabled the

However, water-cooled magnets also have disadvantages.

Because they used forced water cooling, there was some power
loss to heat, and additional power was needed to run the cooling
system. Moreover, Bitter magnets require expensive power

sources and cooling systems because they run on high electric

currents involving thousands or even tens of thousands of

the technology of water-cooled magnetic field generators.

weapon systems. A powerful magnetic field can induce strong

However, they faced technical limitations. There are two ways

China, Japan, and certain European countries, have monopolized

Superconducting electromagnet�
Innovation for high magnetic fields

to generate a magnetic field: with a permanent magnet available

Superconductivity was a discovery that offered the potential

magnetic field by passing electric current through a conductive

technology. In 1911, Dutch physicist Heike Kamerlingh Onnes

in nature, or via an electromagnetic method that induces a

Piotr Traczyk(CERN)

technology to generate a high magnetic field of up to 41 T.

in the late 19th century. Nations involved in World Wars I and

electric motors.

material such as copper.

For most permanent magnets, the strength of the surface

magnetic field does not exceed 1 T (tesla: unit of magnetic field
intensity). For example, the strength of the Earth’s magnetic field

to overcome the limitations of magnetic field generation
was experimenting with changes in the electrical resistance of
mercury at cryogenic temperatures, using liquid helium as a
refrigerant.

He observed that the electric resistance gradually decreased

is 0.00005 T. Although electromagnets can generate an infinite

as the temper ature dropped. At 4.2 K (kelvin, 0 K being

density over a certain level due to the heat generated by the

which was totally unexpected. Onnes recorded this historical

magnetic field in theory, there is a limit to raising the current
PeterFrankfurt(W)

it succeeded in generating a magnetic field of 10 T, something

amperes. This is why a few countries, such as the United States,

currents that enable the manufacture of powerful generators and

st

thin copper plates with holes stacked in layers and developed

a water-cooled magnet that involved circulating water through

found applications in a wide range of “taxable” industries such

generate a strong magnetic field in offensive and defensive

electrical resistance close to zero.
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magnetic�ﬁeld�of�inﬁnite�strength�

unimaginable at the time. His design is still used as the core

II, in particular, realized the importance of technology that can

production of powerful magnets with

ﬂow through holes in the copper plates.

Theoretically��an�electromagnet�can�generate�a�

replied, “Someday you can tax it.”

as power and transportation, as well as military uses, beginning

The technology of high-magnetic-

magnetic field was cooled by allowing water to

material�such�as�copper��forming�an�electromagnet��

holes in the plates to act as a coolant. Called the Bitter magnet,

As Faraday had predicted, studies on electricity and magnetism

The heat generated during the creation of the

passing�electric�current�through�a�conductive�

William Gladstone, who failed to grasp its utility, asked Faraday

about the usefulness of his electromagnetic device, Faraday

Demand
created by war

after Francis Bitter, an American physicist.

while�the�other�is�to�induce�a�magnetic�ﬁeld�by�

develop a variety of early models of generators and electric

the magnetic field around the coil

made up of a stack of copper plates and named

One�is�to�use�a�permanent�magnet�from�nature��

He defined this phenomenon as Faraday’s law and used it to

through a cylindrical coil when

Picture showing a part of a Bitter magnet,

There�are�two�ways�to�generate�a�magnetic�ﬁeld��

resistance of the conductor.

Scientists have come up with various ideas to overcome this

issue. In 1934, American physicist Francis Bitter constructed

equivalent to -273.15 °C), the resistance abruptly disappeared,
finding in his research notebook. He received the Nobel Prize
in Physics in 1913 for his discovery of superconductivity and
studies on the properties of various cryogenic materials.
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Onnes and other scientists of his time knew the significance

of superconductivity. In theor y, an electric current passing

through a superconducting object with zero electrical resistance
can propagate indefinitely and create a magnetic field of

the BCS theory (named after the initials of the three men), which

explained the superconducting current. For their work, they
received the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1972.

The BCS theory predicted that superconductivity occurred

unlimited size.

only at temperatures below 30 K, meaning it is very challenging

superconductivity and use it to make a magnet. It was only in

f indings that proved this wrong were published in 1986.

H o w e v e r, i t w a s n o t e a s y t o t h e o r e t i c a l l y e x p l a i n

1957, 40 years after its discovery, that American physicists John

Bardeen, Leon N. Cooper, and J. Robert Schrieffer announced

Engineers at the US NHMFL are checking

to utilize superconductivity in real life. However, research

the superconducting coils used in the

superconducting magnet. Korean companies

are prominently involved in the technology of

Johannes Georg Bednorz and K. Alex Müller, at the IBM Zurich

manufacturing superconducting coils.

Research Laborator y in Switzerland, discovered that it was
possible to induce superconductivity in lanthanum barium
copper oxide (LaBaCuO, also known as LBCO) at 35 K.

In 1987, another material (yttrium barium copper oxide,

or YBCO) was found to display superconduc tivit y at the

Picture of the superconducting magnet with the world’s highest
Magnetic field of 45�5 T�

Picture of the superconducting magnet with the world�s highest magnetic
field of 45.5 T.

Research teams at Seoul National University and the US National High

Magnetic Field Laboratory (NHMFL) jointly developed a high-temperature
superconducting magnet using wound rare-earth barium copper oxide

(ReBaCuO) that exhibits high-temperature superconductivity.

much higher temperature of 95 K. Whereas existing materials
re quire the us e of e xpensive liquid helium to maint ain

heating.

the Seoul National University Applied Superconductivity Lab,

4 K, YBCO could induce superconductivity using liquid nitrogen,

began to study ways to cope with quench in the 1990s as HTS

(NHMFL), recently succeeded in creating a DC magnetic field

In academia, substances that exhibit superconductivity

using LTS, those with HTS per formed excellently as their

superconductivity at a cryogenic temperature of approximately
which was 50 times cheaper than liquid helium.

at temperatures of 30 K or higher are referred to as high-

Copper bobbin

temperature superconductors (HTS) to distinguish them from
low-temperature superconductors (LTS).

holder

The discover y of HTS her alde d dr as tic te chnological

superconductor

53.1mm

coil

Current

No-insulation method
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HAHN, Seung Yong

Insulation

winding technique while working at Massachusetts Institute of
The no-insulation method prevents burnout of the coil

problem allowed the creation of a strong magnetic field with

For greater stability in using a superconducting magnet, the

Quench

“quench phenomenon,” in which the superconductivity of
the magnet disappears unexpectedly, must be solved. This

“quenching” can be caused by a variety of factors, such as

operator errors or an increase in magnet temperature from

The system runs at an energy density 50 times that of the

T), and proves that the weight can be reduced by a factor of

such as Nb 3Sn and NbTi based on niobium. Superconducting

Cutting-edge technology
for commercialization

high-temperature
superconductor coil

equivalent to about 910,000 times the Earth’s magnetic field.

To overcome this, in 2011, I proposed a new technology

superconducting coil would burn out after a quench incident.

by allowing the electric current that flows through it to flow

used in MRI systems due to its relative ease of manufacture.

of 45.5 T using a non-insulation HTS coil. This is a world record

magnet, a world record (weighing approximately 36 tons and

LTS began in earnest in the 1950s. The market began to open up
with the development of new superconducting wire materials

jointly with the US National High Magnetic Field Laboratory

was twice as high. However, there was a serious problem: the

Technology (MIT) in the United States.

Development of superconducting magnets using HTS and

form. Niobium‒titanium (NbTi), in particular, is currently widely

through a normal coil when a quench occurs.

operating costs were half those of LTS but their energy density

theoretically generate fields of 100 T or higher.

(superconducting lines) and then processing them into tape

The no-insulation method on the right in the picture prevents burnout

materials were commercialized. Compared to the magnets

called the no- insulation high-temperature superconductor

wires are made by transforming superconductors into lines

of the coil by allowing the electric current that ﬂows through it to ﬂow

Researchers intending to make superconducting magnets

innovations, as it has a wide range of applications. While LTS

can generate a magnetic field of up to 20 T in reality, HTS can

high-temperature

NHMFL

through a normal coil when a quench occurs. Solving this

high energy density, while an HTS magnet had to be operated
at a low energ y density (current) to cope with the quench
potential.

manufactured in 2000 to generate a DC magnetic field of 44.8

100 or more. This makes it possible to produce ver y small
superconducting magnets that generate a high magnetic field.

Our study findings were published in the international journal
Nature in June 2019 and selected as one of the finalists for
Top Ten Breakthroughs of the Year for 2019 by Physics World,

published by the UK Institute of Physics (IOP), in December the
same year. I expect that high-magnetic-field technology will
grow to become one of Korea’s leading technologies, much like
semiconductors.

Korea is a leader in making superconducting wire materials

using the no-insulation method. The Korea Basic Science
Institute (KBSI) succeeded in generating a high magnetic field
of 16.8T in 2013 by combining a 5 T HTS magnet with a 15 T LTS
magnet.

Sunam, a small Korean company, surprised the world by

developing a magnet that generated 26.4 T just one month after
the joint manufacturing of an HTS magnet with MIT in 2015. This

About the writer

was published in Superconductor Science and Technology, a

Prof. HAHN Seungyong received a PhD from the Department of

the most referenced article in 2016.

United States. After working as a professor at the Department of

well-known journal in applied superconductivity, and became
The strength of magnetic field that humankind can create is

becoming stronger as technology advances. A research team at

Electrical Engineering at Seoul National University in 2003 and

studied applied superconducting devices at MIT and NHMFL in the

Mechanical Engineering at Florida State University, he has been a
professor at Seoul National University�s School of Electrical and
Computer Engineering since 2017. hahnsy@snu.ac.kr
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Written by Gregory S. Boebinger, Director of the National High Magnetic Field Laboratory(NHMFL)

❷

| Applications in high magnetic fields

From disease diagnosis

Superconductors, MRI, topological matter, and nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy all have
something in common: they all use strong magnetic
fields. Moreover, the scientists who developed these
technologies all received the Nobel Prize for studies
that were creative and contributed significantly to the
quality of human life. They prove that a high magnetic
field can be used as a powerful tool in a variety of fields
of research. This article introduces the latest research
on high magnetic field applications, from observing
living cells in human bodies to exploring materials for
next-generation batteries.

High magnetic fields are an essential tool for finding

new materials to facilitate innovative systems such as

quantum computer chips and next generation batteries.

Pictured is Sycamore, the quantum computer chip
developed by Google.

to semiconductor
elements

Life

Observation of living cancer cells
Many Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine are closely linked to
magnetic field research. A good example is Magnetic Resonance

Imaging (MRI), a technique that uses magnetic fields to peer

inside the body without exploratory surgery. (Editor’s note: An

MRI system is like a huge magnet that creates a high magnetic

field 10,000 times stronger than that of the Earth. This field aligns

protons in the human body in one direction. MRI reads a specific

electromagnetic wave generated by the body at the time and
generates images. The scientists who discovered the principles

behind MRI received the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1952, while the

scientist who developed MRI itself received the Nobel Prize in

Physiology or Medicine in 2003.)

Scientists at the National High Magnetic Field Laboratory (the

“MagLab”) are using world-record MRI magnets (Editor’s note:
about 20 T) to now image individual nerve fibers and individual

cells. High magnetic fields are used to study living structures and

investigate disease as researchers understand the function and

mechanism of cells in the body, both in how healthy cells operate
and how diseases attack them.

High magnetic fields allow researchers to investigate a variety

of human diseases and disorders, from cancer to HIV/AIDS, from

Google

Parkinson’s to Alzheimer’s, and from strokes to brain injuries. By
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using novel, high-field MRI techniques at the MagLab, researchers

obser ving the movement of sodium in the brains of rats can

19

gauge the success of chemotherapy by directly observing if tumor

The use of high magnetic fields in the discovery and study of

cells are going to die—within days of treatment, rather than the

new topological materials has allowed us to realize that their

conventional MRI.

are protected and thus persist to unusually high temperatures,

of proteins on the surface of tuberculosis bacteria and the AIDS

researchers to dream of a wide array of new devices that rely

global health threats.

effective solar cells and thermo-electric coolers (the devices that

weeks or months required to detect a shrinking tumor using

weird and wonderful behaviors, arising from quantum mechanics,

Scientists also use high magnetic fields to map the structure

often as high as room temperature. This makes it possible for

virus, important first steps in developing new drugs to treat these

on quantum mechanics to outperform today’s devices. More

Leading high-magnetic-field research institutes worldwide

Countries and regions that are leaders in science and technology, such as the United States, Europe, Japan, and China, all operate
high magnetic field research institutes. There are two ways to generate magnetic fields. One way is to pass direct current into an
electromagnet or superconducting magnet to continuously generate a magnetic field, while the other is to generate a pulse magnetic
field instantaneously for a time shorter than 1 millisecond.
Europe | EMFL

EMFL was founded in 2015

by uniting existing European

keep your computer chips from burning up) are two applications

high magnetic field laboratories – HFML, HLD, LNCMI

that are already plotting a route to the marketplace.

Material

Indeed, high-powered magnet s are uniquely valuable

Netherlands | HFML

for experimentation on many dif ferent t ypes of materials.

Enhancing semiconductor element
performance

superconductors, graphene, and other newly-grown crystals, as

Measuring the properties of topological matter and discovering

records: 95.6 T (pulse)

we use each day. Buckyballs are football-shaped carbon-based

molecules that could teach us about the earliest origins of life

France | LNCMI

Magnetic field generation records:

is strong, lightweight and could one day help build a better

example, when a strong magnetic field is applied to some

35 T (DC), 90 T (pulse)

transistor or roll-up displays for our tablet computers.

magnetic materials, they transform into topological matter in
which the spin aligns in an unusually twisted structure instead of

45 T (DC), 100.7 T (pulse)

Magnetic field generation

Semiconductors are the foundation of the modern electronics

in the universe. Graphene is a new carbon-based product that

new ones requires a high magnetic field. (Editor’s note: For

US | NHMFL

Magnetic field generation records:

Germany | HLD

well as buckyballs.

Physics in 2016 also used a high magnetic field as a powerful tool.

China | CHMFL

Magnetic field generation records: 40 T (DC)

Magnetic field generation records: 37.5 T (DC)

Scientists use high field magnets to explore semiconductors,

A study on topological matter that received the Nobel Prize in

China | WHMFC

Magnetic field generation records: 90.6 T (pulse)

Energy

aligning in the direction of the magnetic field.)

Japan | HFLSM

Extending battery life and exploring
next-generation materials

Magnetic field generation records: 30 T (DC)
Japan | RIKEN

Japan | NIMS

Magnetic field generation records: 35 T (DC)

Magnetic field generation records: 30 T (DC)

There are studies that use high magnetic fields to analyze crude

oil to increase refining efficiency, minimize the impact of oil

leaks, and convert low-quality crude oil into useful fuel. (Editor’s

For magnetic fields to impact these frontiers of research, the

using the system to analyze the organic acid components in

Siemens

environment.
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infrastructure and expertise required to build and operate such

biomass, such as pine trees and seaweed. It improves biofuel

researchers to use the facilities after successfully competing

magnet laborator y, a central laborator y that welcomes all
through the submission of a top-notch scientific research

developing technologies to diversify energy sources.

proposal.

develop more efficient fuel cells by developing lithium batteries

United States, Europe, and Japan. MagLab is presently the largest

It is also possible to use high magnetic field technology to

and chemicals that increase battery life. This can fundamentally

on electromagnets that stay energized for hours at a time,

but only for a fraction of a second.

stronger than the strength of the Earth’s magnetic field. The

powerful magnets calls for a national investment in a national

production technolog y and is an impor tant reference for

signals generated in high magnetic field

magnets must be immensely powerful, often a million times

petroleum.)

High magnetic field technology is also used in the analysis of

magnetic field of 1–7 T and reads cell

another on pulsed magnets that achieve higher magnetic fields,

cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR) mass spectrometer that produces
studied that could minimize pipe corrosion in refineries by

cells in the body. An MRI generates a

and solar will require better energy storage.

Harnessing power from renewable energy sources like clean wind

a 21 T magnetic field. Recently, refining technology has been

Scientists can use a magnetic resonance

recently opened two national magnet laboratories, one focusing

note: NHMFL has an ultra-high-resolution mass analysis system
that uses a high magnetic field, such as a Fourier-transform ion

imaging (MRI) device to observe living

change the way we store and deliver energ y in the future.

National magnet laboratories have long been thriving in the

and most powerful magnet laboratory in the world. China has

About the writer

Prof. Gregory S. Boebinger joined the research staff at Bell

Laboratories in 1987 and established a unique pulsed magnetic field
facility and superconductors in magnetic fields up to 60 T. For this

research, he was named a Fellow of the American Physical Society
in 1996. After working as a director of the NHMFL Pulsed Magnetic

Field Laboratory at Los Alamos National Laboratory, he has been
a director at National High Magnetic Field Laboratory(NHMFL)

since 2004. His research continues to focus on high-temperature
superconductivity. gsb@magnet.fsu.edu
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| Essential for fundamental science

The Institute for Basic Science (IBS)

High magnetic fields
are essential for understanding
extreme physical properties
“Electrons move counterintuitively under stronger magnetic field

takes the lead in applications
of high magnetic fields

than those experienced in daily life. It is important to create a

brand new environment to find unknown extreme properties.”

electrical properties by measuring atomic nuclei resonance

signals.

superconducting magnet is essential for obtaining accurate NMR
High magnetic field technology is expected to find applications

the biggest advantage.

in a wide range of industries such as those in medicine, defense,

account for the highest portion of studies conducted by the US

Korea Railroad Research Institute (KRRI) jointly developed in 2019

“If Korea forms a research team specializing in high magnetic

maglev train, Hyper-Tube.

extreme properties.”

collaborated with Changwon National University to develop

and the environment, using high technology. As an example, the

a high-temperature superconducting magnet prototype for a
Supercoil, a domestic superconducting magnet developer,

IBS currently owns a high-temperature superconducting

an induc tion heating f ur nace using a high-temper ature

is the largest in Korea, it pales by comparision with those in the

the metal is necessary to process it, and using the magnetic field

magnet that generates a high magnetic field of 18 T. Although it

national research institutes in other countries. Such research

superconducting wire for steel manufacturing in 2017. Heating

of a superconducting magnet instead of electricity generates no

institutes in the United States and Europe run a variety of super-

resistance during heating, thus increasing energy efficiency.

Accelerator Laboratory, and Neutron Scattering Instrument are

to apply them from how to generate since high-temperature

high magnets of 30 T or higher. High magnetic field laboratory,

st

with elec tromagnetic waves of a specif ic frequenc y, in a

pressure and cryogenic temperature. Thus, experimental studies

fields, it could create the greatest synergy with those studying

22 IBS Research | 14th Issue | 2020 1

centers for chemistry study molecules physical, chemical and

magnetic field generated by a superconducting magnet. A strong

NHMFL. The Director of NHMFL, Gregory Boebinger, expects that,

science fields to boost national scientific competitiveness from the long-term perspective, has
designated as a key area of research in 2020 the physics of materials under extreme conditions
that includes high magnetic field. We reviewed the synergy and competitiveness of IBS.

spectrometer also uses a superconducting magnet. The IBS

can maintain its shape relatively well under high magnetic field

As a matter of fact, studies on extreme properties of electrons

The Rare isotope Accelerator complex for ON-line experiments (RAON) constructed by the IBS’
Rare Isotope Science Project with the goal of full operation in 2021 uses a high-temperature
superconducting magnet made in Korea. The IBS Center for Axion and Precision Physics Research
uses an 18 Tesla (T) high-temperature superconducting magnet made in Korea for its research.
Competition heats up around the world for high magnetic field applications and so does in
Korean high magnetic field studies. IBS’ Search Committee, which identifies fundamental

Spectral analysis using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is

Hig h mag ne t ic f ie ld is an e s s e nt ial e nv ir onme nt f or

under high magnetic field can be repeated several times, which is

control and focus heavy ion beams.

magnet manufactured by a Korean company.

Center for Nanomaterials and Chemical Reactions and other

compared to other extreme conditions, such as extreme high

experiments (RAON) was constructed by the

Center also studied the characteristics of an axion detector under

a high magnetic field environment using a 26 T superconducting

high magnetic fields would become more important in studying

understanding the fundamental properties of materials. Matter

Institute for Basic Science (IBS). It is used to

superconducting solenoids with high intensity magnetic fields of

8-12 T and large diameters between 125 and 320 mm. In 2017, the

also a core technology applied in chemical research. The NMR

properties under extreme conditions.

The superconducting magnet installed in the

The Center is conducting multiple projects using various

Prof. YEOM Han Woong, Director of the IBS Center for Artificial

Low Dimensional Electronic Systems, predicted that the role of

Rare isotope Accelerator complex for ON-line

who is leading the EAST-C project at the Center.

three key large experimental systems in material research.

It is important to increase the intensity of the magnetic field,

but it is also crucial to increase the volume of space in which the

high magnetic field is implemented for its proper applications in
research Axion detection research is a leading example.

Axion is one of the compelling candidates for dark matter and

is expected to decay into photons when it encounters a strong

magnetic field. The IBS Center for Axion and Precision Physics

Now the focus of high magnetic field studies is moving to how

superconductor technology has enabled the stable use of high

magnetic fields. “Research institutes, academia, and industries
must collaborate under government leadership to stay ahead of

the competition,” said Prof. HAHN Seungyong of the Department

of Electrical and Computer Engineering at Seoul National

University. “Korea already has retained professionals to study
applications of high magnetic field,” said Director Boebinger.

There have long been attempts to construct a facility for high

Research is examining the existence of axions by generating a

magnetic field research, but none have gotten very far. “Currently,

“A magnetic field is a sea of virtual photons. Increasing the

research, you have to travel to other countries equipped with

of virtual photons to interact with axions and thus raise the

have designated and run high magnetic field facilities as a key

strong magnetic field and detecting axion’s photon signals.

intensity and volume of a magnetic field can increase the number

detection probability of the paraticle,” said Dr. YOUN Sung Woo,

if you want to use high magnetic fields stronger than 20 T in your

such facilities. We need to think deeply about why many countries

national infrastructure,” Director Yeom said.
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Art in Science

Through the eyes of scientists

The world of
art in science

There were times when the world of science known to represent reality and logic seemed
extraordinary, especially when looking into the microscopic world that is difficult to
observe with the naked eye without microscopes and other high-tech equipment.
Grapes for example, which represents the symbol of abundance, can be found inside
the embryonic lungs of a mouse, and a crystal coated with a gold film whose thickness
can be measured in nanometers (1 nm is one-billionth of a meter) shows scratches that
resemble the first human footprints on the Moon. Every year, the Institute for Basic
Science (IBS) holds an exhibition entitled Art in Science, where the general public is invited
for a glimpse into the world of art in science, complete with a hint of imagination from
scientists. Below are some of the artwork created by IBS scientists introduced
in the 5th IBS Art in Science.

Self-organized Octahedra I Optical Camera
Yaroslav Sobolev (Center for Soft and Living Matter)

A regular octahedron (eight-sided polyhedron with equilateral triangles as its faces) was randomly
thrown into a glass dish. In an adequate environment, symmetrical objects create a higher-order
structure of their own, a process called self-organization. One of the best-known examples is DNA,
where four bases (A, G, T, and C) pair with each other (A-T and G-C) to form a double helix like a spiral
staircase. The pattern in this artwork is indeed a well-known packing for octahedron on a flat surface,
but it is still surprising to see how these patterns can self-organize with no external interference.
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Lung of Dionysus I Confocal microscopy

KANG Seok (Center for Vascular Research)

Dionysus was the ancient Greek god of festivity and wine. Grapes which
symbolize life and abundance, grow in clusters from a single branch. An
interesting resemblance to grapes can also be seen in two of the important
organs in the human body (the lungs) that play a critical respiratory role and
consist of alveoli, or grape-shaped air sacs. Alveoli, which resembles a bunch
of grapes, were found after staining a cluster of differentiation 31 (CD31),
which only exists inside the vessels, from the developing embryonic longs of a
mouse on embryonic day 12, to study the interaction between the surrounding
tissues during lung vascular development.

Bonﬁre in the Brain I Confocal microscopy
AHN Ji Hoon (Center for Vascular Research)
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Meninges are membranes that envelop the brain. The brain, protected by the
skull and meninges, can maintain a stable structure. The meninges of a mouse
have been closely observed at high resolution with its meningeal lymphatic
vessels under a fluorescence microscope, where the blood vessels are shown
in green and the meningeal lymphatic vessels and perivascular macrophages
are shown in red. The IBS Center for Vascular Research discovered in its recent
studies that macrophages of the meninges act as a waste disposal system for
the brain, where waste is excreted through the meningeal lymphatic vessels. The
meninges in red show dynamic biological movements to protect the brain and
keep it healthy to resemble a glowing bonfire with large flames and flying sparks.

Starry Quantum I Scanning tunneling microscopy

NAM Shinjae (Center for Quantum Nanoscience)

Scott Lang, a heroic character in the movie Ant-Man, attempts to save his daughter by shrinking smaller than an atom
and entering the extreme microscopic world – the quantum realm - the inside of which can only be seen through a
scanning tunneling microscope (STM). When the image of a gold surface, on which vanadyl phthalocyanine (VOPc)
was deposited, was taken using an STM, the gold atoms changed to a Z-shaped arrangement. The round particles
were the VOPc molecules deposited on the gold surface. With Ant-Man photoshopped onto this image, it certainly
seems as if the quantum realms from both reality and moviedom have finally converged.

Atomic-scale Stained Glass I Scanning tunneling microscopy

GYE Gyeongcheol (Center for Artificial Low-Dimensional Electronic Systems)

Here is a close-up image of the surface of niobium
diselenide (NbSe2), taken using an STM. NbSe2 is a
substance with two different charge density wave
(CDW) structures. When the CDW structures are
divided into areas to be colored, different colors can
be seen depending on their location, bringing up the
image of the stained-glass windows of traditional
cathedrals in medieval Europe.
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Patient Zero I ESR-STM

Philip Willke (Center for Quantum Nanoscience)

The IBS Center for Quantum Nanoscience revealed a photograph of a
“patient”. However, the patient was not a person, but rather a titanium atom.
When the atom was examined using both a scanning tunneling microscope
(STM) and electron spin resonance (ESR), its natural frequency, which
oscillates based on the magnetic field and spin, reveals waves that look like
they were dancing. This is not so different from the magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) scan of a human patient. It is encouraging to have learned
about the smallest unit of the world through the titanium atom.

29

Painting with a Sound Brush I Optical Camera

HWANG Ilha (Center for Self-assembly and Complexity)

Some images of different patterns are created with a paintbrush. However, the paintbrush used is
rather unusual, which is sound. Generally, chemical reactions can be controlled by concentration,
temperature, and pH. Surprisingly, they can also be controlled using sound. The idea to use sound
in the control of complex chemical reactions originated when music was heard over some speakers.
Sound from the speakers creates a wavy pattern, which dissolves oxygen in the air and combines
it with the molecule of a dye in a solution. This photograph was taken during the experiment by
controlling the oxidation reaction of a blue organic dye molecule using sound. Maybe someday, more
complex aesthetic patterns can be painted, with natural sounds acting as paintbrushes.

Footprints on the Scintillating Crystal Surface I Optical microscopy

SO Jungho (Center for Underground Physics)

There have been debates over the picture of the first human footprints on the moon�s
surface. Could it be the first human footprints on the Moon�s surface or the traces of
alien beings in a desert� This photograph was taken during the process of coating a
thin gold film on the surface of a scintillation crystal. Cleaning and smoothening the
surface of a crystal is the first step in developing a cryogenic detector to capture the
heat signature of the scintillation crystal. Once developed, the detector will allow
more precise observation of the neutrino-less double beta decay, bringing us a step
closer to unveiling the secrets of the universe. However, this attempt failed due to the
scratches on the thin gold film. The experiment may have failed, but the patchy surface
still resembles the first human footprints on the Moon, which seems to symbolize our
journey to unravel the mysteries of everything in the world.
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IBS������Into the IBS

Center�for�Nanopar ticle�Research

Hydrogen�peroxide�is�the�first�disinfectant�that�comes�to�mind�

A�2000�times�cheaper�catalyst�with�8�times�
higher�hydrogen�peroxide�production�capability�
��An�indispensable�material�for�the�industry

when�one�suffers�minor�injuries��such�as�scraping�a�knee��

Although�it�causes�a�stinging�sensation�when�first�applied�on�

a�wound��it�generates�a�white�foam�that�is�indicative�of�the�
removal�of�contaminants��Hydrogen�peroxide�is�widely�used�in�

daily�life��and�in�addition�to�disinfecting�wounds��it�is�useful�for�
removing�stains�on�clothing�

The�uses�of�hydrogen�peroxide�are�not�limited�to�these��It�is�

an�essential�substance�in�almost�all�industries�and�has�wide�

applications�from�whitening�and�bleaching�in�papermaking�and�
textiles�to�treatment�of�semiconductors�and�water�

Disinfec tant�solutions�used�at�home�are�composed�of�

3%�hydrogen�peroxide�and�97%�water��Hydrogen�peroxide�

is�a�power ful�disinfectant�that�is�bactericidal�at�only�3%�

SUNG�Yung�Eun

concent r at ion��Howe ver��s olut ions�wit h�3 5%�or�higher�

Associate�Director��Center�for�
Nanoparticle�Research

concentrations�of�hydrogen�peroxide�are�harmful�to�humans�
and�used�only�for�industrial�purposes�

Hydrogen�peroxide�is�a�power ful�oxidizing�agent��i�e��it�

supplies�oxygen�or�removes�electrons�or�hydrogen��In�other�
words��it�decomposes�other�materials�

For�example��when�hydrogen�peroxide��H2O2��is�applied�to�a�

wound��the�enzyme�called�catalase�in�our�body�decomposes�

it�into�water��H 2 O��and�ox ygen��O 2 ���This�decomposition�

generates�active�oxygen��which�has�an�additional�electron�than�
atmospheric�oxygen�

A�molecule�with�an�unpaired�valence�electron�is�highly�

unstable��and�readily�captures�an�electron�from�another�
substance�to�bind�it�with�its�electron�to�become�stable�

Such�a�mole cule�is�c alle d�a��r adic al���The s e�r adic als�

generated�during�decomposition�have�a�strong�tendency�to�

stabilize�themselves�by�capturing�an�electron�from�a�nearby�
substance��This�is�how�the�oxygen�free�radicals�produced�from�

hydrogen�peroxide�destroy�nearby�bacteria��i�e���by�capturing�

Director��Center�for�
Nanoparticle�Research

has�a�variety�of�applications�in�industry��including�treatment�of�water��
semiconductors��and�papermaking�

with�only�an�additional�oxygen�atom�than�water��it�is�not�easy�to�

produce�in�large�quantities��This�is�because��although�it�can�be�
produced�by�simply�adding�an�oxygen�atom�to�water�or�binding�

a�hydrogen�molecule�to�an�oxygen�molecule��the�result�is�so�
unstable�that�it�immediately�decomposes�into�water�

Therefore��the�anthraquinone�oxidation�process�uses�

anthraquinone��an�aromatic�organic�compound��as�a�medium��In�
this�process��a�hydrogen�molecule��H2��and�an�oxygen�molecule�

�O2��sequentially�react�with�anthraquinone��which�leads�to�the�

generation�of�hydrogen�peroxide�as�a�byproduct��Although�this�

is�the�easiest�way�to�obtain�hydrogen�peroxide��the�method�is�
beset�with�many�problems�

�One�of�the�biggest�problems�with�the�anthraquinone�process�

is�that�it�consumes�a�lot�of�energ y���said�SUNG�Yung�Eun��
Associate�Director�of�the�Center�for�Nanoparticle�Research�

In�practice��the�anthraquinone�process�is�a�complex�multi�

electrons�from�them��In�industrial�applications��hydrogen�

stage�process��wherein�each�stage�requires�a�specific�pressure�

otherwise�very�diﬃcult�to�decompose�

bar��1�bar��0�99�atm���and�the�temperature�must�be�in�the�range�

peroxide�is�also�used�to�deform�and�remove�dioxin��which�is�

HYEON�Taeghwan

Hydrogen�peroxide�is�used�widely�for�wound�disinfection��but�also�

The�problem�of�palladium��more�expensive�than�gold
Hydrogen�peroxide�was�first�synthesized�in�1818��A�mass�

production�technology�called�the��anthraquinone�oxidation�

process��was�developed�in�Germany�in�the�1940s��which�was�
used�widely�in�industries�and�remains�the�key�method�for�
producing�hydrogen�peroxide�even�today��seven�decades�later�

Although�hydrogen�peroxide�has�a�very�simple�structure��

and�temperature��For�example��the�pressure�cannot�exceed�4�

Molecular�structure�of�
hydrogen�peroxide

H

hydrogen

O

oxygen
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The�new�process�to�synthesize�hydrogen�peroxide��developed�by�the�IBS�Center�for�Nanoparticle�Research��

is�simpler�and�consumes�less�energy�than�the�anthraquinone�process�widely�used�for�the�past�70�years��

The�key�is�a�new�catalyst�that�mimics�the�structure�of�enzymes�in�the�body�and�is�2�000�times�cheaper�than�
the�conventional�palladium�catalyst��The�resulting�production�of�hydrogen�peroxide�is�also�much�greater�

Anthraquinone�process

hydrogenation

oxidation

organic�solvent�+
palladium�catalyst

H2

organic�solvent�

extraction

although�it�is�expensive�and�difficult�

�NYMEX��in�December�2019�was�USD�1�858�8�

applications��

traded�at�the�New�York�Mercantile�Exchange�

�about�KRW�2�19�million���which�represents�

was�not�required�for�the�present�purpose��

1�459�3�per�toz��

suf f iciently�large�amount�of�c at aly s t�

palladium�is�more�expensive�than�gold��USD�

The�process�developed�by�the�IBS

C14H8O2
+�� H2O2
�anthraquinone� �hydrogen�
peroxide�

catalyst�loses�it s�activit y�with�continuous�

anthraquinone�or�palladium��the�ﬁndings�were�

published�in�Nature Materials�on�January�13��

2020�

T h e�r e s ea r c h�tea m�f o llo w e d�a�s imp le�

saturated�with�oxygen�to�produce�hydrogen�

p e r o x i d e � u s i n g � m u c h � c h e a p e r � m e t a l s�

H2O

H2O

O2

catalyst��Co1�NG�O��

2H2O��+��O2

Comparison�of�hydrogen�
peroxide�production
Catalyst

palladium�catalyst

41�1kg

Daily�Production�per�Kg�
of�Catalyst

IBS�Center�for�
Nanoparticle�Research

ETH�Zurich�2017�

Co1�NG�O��catalyst
up�to�8�times

341�2kg

A n ot h e r�majo r�p r o b le m�i s�t h e�s k y r o c ke t ing�p r i ce�of�

palladium��the�main�catalyst�used�in�the�hydrogenation�step�of�
anthraquinone�molecules�

Over�the�past�few�years��the�cost�of�palladium�has�increased�

with�the�significant�increase�in�its�demand��The�cost�of�1�troy�
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�The�catalyst�is�2000�times�cheaper�than�that�used�in�the�

anthraquinone�process�and�can�produce�up�to�8�times�more�
hydrogen�peroxide�than�the�most�efficient�noble�metal�based�
catalysts�known�today���said�Director�Hyeon�

As�determined�by�computation��among�all�the�structures�

research�team�exhibits�the�best�performance��Professor�YOO�

University�of�Seoul��an�expert�in�computational�chemistr y��
developed�the�calculation�program�

HYEON�Taeghwan��Director�of�the�Center�for�
Nanoparticle�Research�

Enabling�eco�friendly�chemical�industry

The�ﬁndings�of�this�research�by�the�IBS�Center�for�Nanoparticle�

Research�attracted�the�attention�of�academia�after�they�were�

published�by�Nature Materials��the�most�prestigious�international�
journal�on�materials�

The�human�body�cons t antly�produce s�

The�process�developed�by�the�IBS�Center�for�Nanoparticle�

process�can�be�used�for�mass�production�

which�in�turn�constantly�remove�the�oxygen�

chemical�industry���The�anthraquinone�process�also�results�in�

production�facilities�will�be�required��such�as�large�electrodes��

material��The�process�we�have�developed�does�not�release�any�

production�facility�comes�into�being�and�then�becomes�eﬃcient�

oxygen�free�radicals�that�kill�cells�and�enzymes��
free�radicals��First��superoxide�dismutases�

�SODs��transform�oxygen�free�radicals�into�
hydrogen�peroxide��which�is�then�transformed�
into�water�and�oxygen�by�catalases��Inspired�

by�this�process��the�research�team�investigated�

Research�is�also�eco�friendly��which�is�a�key�concern�in�the�
environmental�pollution�since�it�uses�large�volumes�of�organic�

pollutants�since�it�uses�only�water�and�oxygen���said�Director�
Hyeon�

the�research�team���Many�industries�use�chlorine�instead�of�

mimicked�it�

and�chloride�compounds�generated�as�byproducts�also�cause�

SOD�has�a�Mn�atom�in�its�reactive�center��surrounded�by�N�

atoms��This�is�similar�to�the�heme�structure�of�hemoglobin��

The�research�team�replaced�the�Mn�atom�with�a�Co�atom�and�
attached�it�to�graphene��which�is�a�single�layer�of�carbon�atoms�
forming�a�two��dimensional�hexagonal�lattice�

Graphene�has�excellent�electrical�and�thermal�conductivities��

�Since�t his�ne w�pro ce s s�us e s�e le c t r icit y��br and�ne w�

We�e x p e c t�it�will�b e�anot her�t hre e�year s�b efore�such�a�
in�economic�terms���said�Associate�Director�Sung��

According�to�Sung��many�companies�have�already�contacted�

the�precise�structure�of�SOD�that�transforms�

oxygen�free�radicals�into�hydrogen�peroxide�and�
of�40�50�°C�during�the�binding�of�hydrogen�to�anthraquinone�

performance�even�after�continuous�use�for�over�110�

Jong�Suk�of�the�Department�of�Chemical�Engineering�at�the�

mimicked�it�to�devise�a�new�catalyst���said�

2H2O2
�hydrogen�peroxide�

team�maintained�at�least�99%�of�it s�initial�

�We�studied�the�structure�of�the�enzyme�

hydrogen�peroxide�in�the�human�body�and�
H2O2

use��the�catalyst�developed�by�the�research�

composed�of�Co�and�N�atoms��the�structure�developed�by�the�

that�transforms�ox ygen�free�radicals�into�
H2O2

kg�of�catalyst�by�this�process��Although�a�

such�as�Fe��Co��and�Ni�as�a�catalyst�for�the�
electrochemical�reaction�
catalyst

The�research�team�could�produce�341�2�

The�IBS�Center�for�Nanopar ticle�Research�

process�of�applying�electricity�to�a�solution�

cobalt
nitrogen

inexpensively�

kg�of�hydrogen�peroxide�per�day�using�1�

h y d r o g e n � p e r o x i d e � w i t h o u t � u s i n g�
C14H10O2����+���O2

the�research�team�was�able�to�produce�

with�8�times�higher�production�capability

developed�a�technolog y�to�mass�produce�
C14H8O2 +�� H2
�anthraquinone�

However��since�high�quality�graphene�

a�48�2%�price�increase�in�a�year��Currently��

A�new�catalyst��2000�times�cheaper�

O2

to�produce�in�large�sizes�for�industrial�

nature�materials

Synthesis�of�hydrogen�peroxide

ounce��toz��or�about�31�1�g ��of�palladium�

hydrogen�peroxide�to�remove�contaminants��but�the�chlorine�
environmental�pollution��They�have�wanted�to�use�hydrogen�
peroxide�for�environmental�reasons�but�couldn�t�because�of�the�
high�cost��

With�this�new�process��industries�will�be�able�to�use�hydrogen�

peroxide�at�a�lower�cost�and�avoid�environmental�pollution��
However��several�hurdles�need�to�be�overcome�before�the�

Related�paper

Euiyeon�Jung�et�al���Atomic�level�tuning�of�Co‒N‒C�catalyst�for�high�
performance�electrochemical�H2O2�production���Nature Materials��2020��
DOI��10�1038�s41563�019�0571�5
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The�ﬁrst�migration�route�of�modern�humans�
revealed�by�paleoclimate�and�genetic�data

Archeological�artefacts�and�fossils�have�provided�scientist�with�

divided�into�seven�main�mitochondrial�lineages��or�haplotypes��

these�data�we�now�know�that�the�genus�Homo�appeared�in�

of�sub�groups��such�as�M�and�N��which�form�the�genetic�ancestry�

key�insights�into�the�origin�and�evolution�of�humankind��From�

Africa�around�2�5�2�million�years�ago��Fossils�found�across�Africa�
suggest�that�the�beginning�of�our�species�Homo�sapiens�was�

thousands�of�years�alongside�groups�of�archaic�Homo�sapiens�

Africa�today��The�absence�of�strong�L0�contributions�elsewhere�

who�emerged�around�200�000�years�ago�lived�for�several�tens�of�
who�had�slightly�different�anatomic�features��Why�these�other�

mystery��To�shed�more�light�onto�the�complex�evolution�of�our�
species�and�trace�back�its�origins��scientists�use�DNA���
Who�is��Mitochondrial�Eve��

Finding�and�excavating�human�fossils�requires�patience�and�
oftentimes�large�logistic�eﬀorts��Moreover��piecing�together�the�

evolutionary�timeline�of�our�species�simply�from�bones�and�
skull�fragments�of�several�individuals�has�remained�a�major�

challenge��Never theless��paleoanthropology�has�provided�

a�sparse�but�insightful�snapshot�view�into�the�spatial�and�
temporal�characteristics�of�human�evolution�and�migration��

In�contrast��DNA�data�provide�relatively�accurate�information�
about�the�temporal�evolution�of�entire�genetic�lineages��
However��one�disadvantage�of�genetic�reconstructions�of�

human�evolution�is�that�spatial�information�is�more�difficult�
to�retrieve��Therefore��to�overcome�the�disadvantages�of�one�

particular�approach��research�into�the�origins�of�humankind�
has�become�a�quickly�developing�multi�disciplinary�ﬁeld��which�
combines�anthropology��archeology�and�genetics��

Recently��major�discoveries�on�our�human�ancestry�have�been�

made�using�a�speciﬁc�type�of�DNA��referred�to�as�mitochondrial�

suggests�that�this�group�did�not�migrate�much�during�the�last�
tens�of�thousands�years��Being�genetically�the�most�distinct�
among�the�groups�on�our�planet��the�L0�group�represents�the�

oldest�maternal�lineage�of�modern�humans��This�also�means�

that�their�current�home�in�southern�Africa�may�have�been�a�
crucial�place�for�the�very�early�development�of�our�species�

Axel�Timmermann��Director�of�the�IBS�Center�for�Climate�

Physics��developed�a�new�method�that�combines�information�
from�DNA�and�climate�data�to�trace�the�earliest�migration�
routes�of�our�ancestors��He�explains���Since�2015��when�I�

was�a�professor�at�the�Universit y�of�Hawaii�in�the�United�
States��I�have�thought�that�I�should�graft�past�climate�data�

onto�anthropological�research���At�the�end�of�2016��Director�
Timmermann�started�a�collaboration�with�Professor�Vanessa�

Haye s�at�the�Human�Compar ative�and�Pros t ate�C ancer�

Genomics�Lab�of�the�Garvan�Institute�of�Medical�Research�in�
Australia��Prof��Hayes�is�a�world�renowned�expert�in�deep�

rooting�mitochondrial�L0�DNA��Over�the�next�3�years��the�IBS�

and�Garvan�research�teams�combined�some�of�the�most�unique�

genetic�datasets�with�a�host�of�paleoclimate�data�from�sediment�
cores�and�computer�model�simulations�

Kalahari�in�southern�Africa

��the�birthplace�of�our�ancestors
Three�years�later��in�October�2019��their�findings�were�published�

organize�evolutionar y�phylogenetic�trees�and�identify�time�

L0�group��which�represents�the�oldest�maternal�line�of�modern�

points�of�major�genetic�events��Mitochondrial�DNA�acts�like�

a�time�capsule�that�accumulates�genetic�change��All�living�

people�on�our�planet�can�be�genetically�traced�back�to�a�single�
�mother���often�referred�to�as�the��Mitochondrial�Eve���This�

individual�likely�lived�in�a�group�of�other�early�Homo�sapiens��

Vanessa�Hayes

in�Kalahari�Bushmen��living�in�the�central�part�of�southern�

DNA��mtDNA���which�is�only�passed�down�the�maternal�line��
mtDNA�has�become�a�powerful�tool�to�trace�family�lineages��

Professor��Garvan�Medical�Research�

The�African�continent�is�home�to�six�L�groups���L0�L2�and�

L4�L6��Of�these��members�of�the�L0�group�can�only�be�found�

living�Homo�sapiens�today�derive�from��survived�still�remains�a�

Axel�Timmermann

of�most�modern�humans�whose�ancestors�left�Africa�

not�as�straight�forward�as�previously�thought��Homo�sapiens��

groups�disappeared�in�Africa�and�why�only�one�group��which�all�

Director��Center�for�Climate�Physics

referred�to�as�L0�to�L6��Of�these��the�L3�group�splits�into�dozens�

in�the�international�journal�Nature���According�to�their�study��the�

humans��first�appeared�in�the�wetlands�of�the�Kalahari�region�of�
northern�Botswana�in�southern�Africa�around�200�000�years�ago�
and�began�to�move�to�other�regions�130�000�years�ago�due�to�shifts�
in�climate�and�vegetation�patterns�

How�did�the�research�team�combine�DNA�and�paleoclimate�data�

but�their�respective�genetic�heritages�cannot�be�detected�in�our�

to�obtain�such�findings��Director�Timmermann�drew�a�world�map��

died�out�

and�began�to�explain��He�pointed�to�a�place�in�Africa�on�the�map��

current�population�anymore��presumably�because�their�lineages�
Geneticist s�have�shown�that�the�mitochondrial�DNA�of�

anatomically�modern�humans��Homo�sapiens�sapiens��can�be�

including�the�African�and�the�Eurasian�continents��on�a�blackboard�
near�the�Kalahari�Desert�of�southern�Africa��The�oldest�archaic�
human�remains�have�been�found�in�eastern�Africa��but�in�terms�
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of�the�maternal�line�using�mitochondrial�DNA��the�oldest�living�

The�Birth�of�the�oldest�maternal�lineage�
of�modern�humans���the�L0�group���revealed�

Prof��Vanessa�Hayes�studied�

Kalahari�Bushmen��in�Southern�
Africa�who�are�members�of�the�

In�October�2019��a�joint�research�team�of�Center�for�
Climate�Physics�and�Australia�s�Garvan�Institute�of�
Medical�Research�developed�a�new�method�that�
combines�information�from�fossil�DNA�and�climate�
data�to�trace�the�family�lineages�and�earliest�migration�
routes�of�the�L0�group�

L0�lineage��

�Garvan�Institute�of�Medical�Research

lineages�were�inherited�over�generations��

L0d3

The�DNA�data�allowed�to�trace�back�living�

Fir
s

Angola

Zambia

mitochondria

❷�Paleoclimate�data�simulation

Using�computer�model�simulations��

the�research�team�linked�major�shifts�in�

climate�to�the�geographic�distribution�

and�timeline�of�human�migration�events�
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L0f

Mozambique

L0g

lineage�of�modern�humans��appeared�in�the�Kalahari�region�in�

the�genetically�oldest�lineages�initially�lived�in�the�Kalahari�region�

fossil�skulls�of�archaic�Homo�sapiens�found�in�Ethiopia�and�Morocco�

tree�now�uses�a�total�of�1�217�DNA�samples��The�results�show�that�
and�started�to�migrate�about�130�000�years�ago�

To�better�understand�the�reason�for�these�early�migrations��

L0d1�2

The�timelines�when�the�data�of�

descendants�of�the�L0�group�are�
found�coincide�with�those�when�

geographic�distribution�after�major�
shifts�in�climate�occurred��The�L0�

group�moved�to�the�northeastern�

region�of�Kalahari�about�130�000�

years�ago�and�to�the�southwestern�

Director�Timmermann�mentioned��These�fossilized�skulls�are�not�

in�climate�to�the�geographic�distribution�and�timeline�of�human�

groups�who�became�extinct��The�phylogenetic�tree�of�mankind�

simulations�and�ocean�sediment�core�data�we�linked�major�shifts�

migration�events�obtained�from�genetic�data����says�Director�
Timmermann��Usually�genetic�diversity�is�found�for�groups�that�

He�added���It�is�likely�that�they�belonged�to�archaic�Homo�sapiens�
is�complex�and�many�of�the�branches�on�it�have�died�off���He�also�

said���This�study�is�meaningful�as�it�is�the�first�one�to�directly�link�
genetic�and�climate�data��giving�unique�insights�into�the�origin�of�our�
species��

Earth�s�axis�and�the�position�of�the�Sun�and�Earth�in�the�orbit�of�

Climate�change�modeling�with�a�supercomputer

were�already�present�in�the�Kalahari�region�about�200�000�years�ago�

The�IBS�Center�for�Climate�Physics�is�planning�to�continue�research�

environments�for�humans�to�live��However��about�130�000�years�ago��

and�current�and�future�climate�modeling�research�using��Aleph���

revolution��According�to�the�research�team��large�scale�wetlands�

❸�Migration�routes�of�the�L0�group

that�date�back�from�200�000�to�300�000�years�

completely�identical�to�the�skulls�of�anatomically�modern�humans���

when�the�L0�group�appeared��These�wetlands�provide�favorable�

Republic�of�
South�Africa

southern�Africa�and�moved�to�other�regions��how�do�we�explain�the�

paleoclimate�data�played�a�key�role���Using�computer�model�

vegetation�are�closely�related�to�the�precessional�movement�of�

Botswana

According�to�the�study��if�the�L0�group��the�oldest�maternal�

individuals��The�most�precise�reconstruction�of�the�L0�phylogenetic�

Earth�s�climate�changes�and�the�resulting�distribution�of�

Republic�of�
Zimbabwe

The�northern�
Kalahari�region

existing�L0�database�was�extended�by�the�mitochondrial�DNA�of�198�

separated�geographically�due�to�migrations�

Africa
dry

�1

Tanzania

back�the�genetic�history�of�the�L0�group��Due�to�their�efforts��the�

the�minimum�distance�between�Sun�and�Earth�occurred�in�austral�

summer��which�meant�that�conditions�in�southern�Africa�were�the�
hottest�and�most�humid��Precipitation�and�vegetation�increased��
and�as�a�green�corridor�formed�in�the�northeastern�region�of�

Kalahari�where�Zambia�and�Tanzania�are�now��the�ﬁrst�migration�of�
humans�began�

The�L0�group�moved�along�this�green�area��and�in�the�

meantime��its�sublineages��L0a��L0f��L0d3��etc���emerged��Moreover��
about�110�000�years�ago��as�a�green�corridor�established�in�the�

southwestern�region�of�Africa��where�Namibia�and�the�Republic�
of�South�Africa�are�now��the�second�migration�of�modern�humans�

wet

0
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Namibia

weighs�in���This�study�identified�that�the�genetic�ancestors�of�
Over�the�past�years�Professor�Hayes��research�team�collected�

Mitochondrial�DNA�from�maternal�

cell

the�L0�group�is�eastern�or�southern�Africa��Director�Timmermann�
modern�humans�ﬁrst�appeared�in�southern�Africa��

❶�The�most�precise�reconstruction

Africa�to�reconstruct�L0�phylogenetic�tree�

of�this��there�has�been�controversy�over�whether�the�birthplace�of�

blood�samples�from�indigenous�African�groups�to�trace�further�

of�the�L0�phylogenetic�tree

descendants�of�the�L0�group�in�southern�

The�Center�for�Climate�Physics�simulated�
changes�in�global�sea�surface�temperatures�
�6�31°C��with�a�supercomputer�called�
�Aleph���In�this�image�of�the�ocean�around�
California��USA��blue�depicts�cold�water�
while�red�depicts�warm�water��with�the�
darker�shades�representing�colder�or�warmer�
temperatures��respectively�

descendants�of�the�L0�group�mostly�live�in�southern�Africa��Because�

began��Here��the�sublineages�of�the�L0�group��such�as�L0g�and�
L0d1�2��also�emerged�

Director�Timmermann�said��Past�climate�changes�occurred�

due�to�the�wobble�of�earth�s�axis�with�a�period�of�21�000�years���

He�added���As�a�result�of�these�astronomical�changes�and�the�
corresponding�effects�on�climate�and�vegetation��new�human�
migration�pathways�emerged��

on�the�correlation�between�paleoclimate�and�human�migration�

a�supercomputer�managed�by�the�IBS�Main�Campus�in�Daejeon��

Aleph�runs�at�a�speed�of�1�43�PF��Petaflops��1PF�is�one�quadrillion�
floating�point�operations�per�second���which�is�the�combined�
performance�of�1�560�desktop�PCs��It�also�has�a�storage�capacity�

of�9�820�TB��Terabyte��1�TB�is�1�024�GB���which�is�equivalent�to�
approximately�2�51�million�movie�files�that�are�4�GB�each��The�IBS�

Center�for�Climate�Physics�has�already�produced�about�5�000�TB�
of�climate�data�by�simulating�current�and�future�climate�at�10�km�
resolution�over�the�ocean�and�at�25�km�resolution�over�land���10�km�
resolution��refers�to�the�distance�between�two�grid�points�

Director�Timmermann�said��This�is�the�world�s�first�ultra�high�

resolution�future�climate�simulation���he�added���In�the�future��
we�plan�to�implement�one�that�simulates�even�smaller��scale�
meteorological�changes��such�as�individual�clouds�worldwide���
Related�paper

Eva�K��F��Chan�et�al����Human�origins�in�a�southern�African�palaeo�wetland�and�
ﬁrst�migrations���Nature��2019��DOI��10�1038�s41586�019�1714�1
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Killing�cancer�cells
by�increasing�their�replication�stress

Typical�cell�division�begins�with�nuclear�division��during�which�

DNA�replication�leads�to�the�formation�of�two�nuclei��Then��
cytokinesis�occurs��whereupon�the�cell�membrane�splits�the�

cytoplasm�into�two�separating�each�of�the�two�nuclei�into�
individual�daughter�cells��In�the�process�of�nuclear�division��DNA�

replication�lasts�approximately�8�hours��meaning�that�DNA�must�
be�replicated�once�within�8�hours��Moreover��errors�must�be�
minimized�as�they�can�cause�mutations�

LEE�Kyoo�young

Research�Fellow��Center�for�
Genomic�Integrity

The�problem�is�that�cells�are�affected�significantly�by�their�
surrounding�environment��Ultraviolet��UV��rays�from�sunlight�and�

oxygen�free�radicals�generated�during�intracellular�metabolism�are�
stress�factors�for�cells�and�can�damage�the�DNA�or�result�in�structural�
mutations�in�the�nucleic�acid�sequence��For�example��whereas�a�

normal�DNA�molecule�consists�of�hydrogen�bonded�bases�in�a�

double�helical�formation��a�DNA�molecule�continuously�exposed�to�
UV�or�other�types�of�radiation�develops�an�abnormal��thymine�dimer�
structure��or��hairpin�structure��with�twisted�DNA�strands�

the�proteins�needed�for�DNA�replication�timely�locating�in�the�right�places�

repair���which�removes�damaged�or�chemically�modiﬁed�bases�and�

point�on�the�DNA�strand��called�the��origin�of�replication���If�

erroneous�base�pairs��In�2015��the�scientists�who�discovered�these�

replication�processes�begin�simultaneously�at�too�many�origins��they�
may�slow�down�or�stop�because�there�are�insufficient�replication�

restores�intact�pairs��and��mismatch�repair���which�repairs�only�the�
repair�mechanisms�received�the�Nobel�Prize�in�Chemistry�
��

enzymes�and�proteins�for�each�origin��Moreover��the�replication�

Functions�of�key�protein�involved�in�DNA�replication�revealed

has�ceased�may�interfere�with�the�movement�of�other�replication�

Many�proteins�are�involved�in�the�DNA�replication�process��At�the�

Chemicals�can�also�be�a�stress�factor�in�DNA�replication��

separated��Then��the�complementary�bases�thymine��T��and�guanine�

enzymes�and�proteins�attached�to�an�origin�where�replication�
enzymes�

The�replication�enzyme�attaches�a�complementary�base�to�the�

original�DNA�stand�to�generate�a�new�DNA�stand��Compounds�
such�as�oxygen�free�radicals�can�deform�the�nucleic�acids��making�
it�impossible�for�the�complementary�base�to�be�matched�to�the�
original�strand�

A�replication�process�stalled�from�stress�can�lead�to�serious�

problems��such�as�DNA�damage��A�DNA�molecule�with�a�unwound�
double�helix�for�replication�is�as�unstable�as�an�RNA�molecule�with�
a�single�helix��The�unwound�single�strand�area�may�be�broken�or�

Director��Center�
for�Genomic�Integrity

The�three�dimensional�structure�of�a�PCNA�homotrimer�in�which�three�PCNA�

monomers�in�red��blue��and�green�are�in�a�ring�formation���PCNA�facilitates�

A�collision�may�occur�during�the�DNA�replication�process��DNA�

replication�begins�when�replication�enzymes�attach�to�a�starting�

MYUNG�Kyungjae

IAXC

Factors�that�aﬀect�DNA�replication

start�of�replication��the�double�helical�strands�of�DNA�must�first�be�

�G��must�be�attached�to�adenine��A��and�cytosine��C���respectively��in�
each�separated�strand��Replication�occurs�correctly�only�when�the�
responsible�proteins�and�enzymes�attach�correctly�to�the�proper�
area�

The�proliferating�cell�nuclear�antigen��PCNA��is�the�key�protein�that�

manages�all�these�processes��Toroidal�in�shape��it�encircles�the�DNA�
strand�and�moves�along�it�freely�as�it�helps�the�replication�enzymes�
and�proteins�attach�to�the�right�areas�on�the�strand�

Speciﬁcally��PCNA�binds�ﬁrst�onto�DNA�at�the�origin�of�replication�

damaged�immediately�when�exposed�to�the�external�environment��

sequence�or�where�DNA�synthesis�is�necessary�to�repair�a�damaged�

nuclear�division��then�cytokinesis�begins�and�the�entangled�DNA�is�

the�DNA�strand��Therefore��the�ﬂexible�attachment�and�detachment�

Moreover��if�DNA�replication�fails�to�be�completed�before�the�end�of�
cut�oﬀ��causing�the�cell�to�eventually�die�

However��cells�have�internal�regulatory�mechanisms�to�ensure�

that�no�errors�occur�during�the�replication�process��There�are�also�

mechanisms�for�ﬁxing�base�errors��These�include�the��base�excision�

area��This�is�followed�by�the�binding�of�the�DNA�replication�enzyme�to�

of�PCNA�to�and�from�the�nucleic�acid�strand�is�an�important�element�
of�the�DNA�replication�process�

In�2019��researchers�at�the�Center�for�Genomic�Integrity�

experimentally�proved�that�the�protein�complex�that�regulates�the�
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�Luiza�M��F��Primo

Five�factors�that�can�cause�DNA�replication�stress

In�addition�to�external�factors�such�as�UV�rays��other�factors�cause�

DNA�binding�of�PCNA��by�opening�and�closing�the�ring��was�ATAD5�

RFC�The�ﬁndings�were�published�in�Nature Communications�on�June�3��

2019�

As�explained�by�MYUNG�Kyungjae��Director�of�the�Center�for�

DNA�replication�stress�inside�cells��Single�strand�of�DNA�exposed�to�the�

Genomic�Integrity���The�RFC1�RFC�opens�the�ring�of�PCNA�for�its�

or�damaged��eventually�leading�to�cell�death�

detaches�PCNA�from�the�DNA�strand�after�the�replication�process���

outside�after�DNA�replication�is�halted�by�replication�stress�can�be�cut�oﬀ�

The�researchers�at�the�Center�for�Genomic�Integrity�confirmed�

the�additional�function�of�the�ATAD5�protein�6�months�after�the�June�
3rd�publication��with�the�new�finding�being�published�in�Nature�

hairpin�structures

Communications�on�December�16��2019��When�DNA�replication�
normal�origins

❷�Origin�shortage

impaired�origins

Replication�stress�occurs�if�the�replication�

enzymes�and�proteins�cannot�bind�and�activate�

a�suﬃcient�number�of�origins��which�is�the�
starting�point�of�DNA�replication�

thymine�dimer

stalls��the�cell�induces�DNA�structural�changes�to�restart�the�
replication�process��during�which�ATAD5�plays�a�critical�role�

without�ceasing�replication�process��Leading�examples�of�this�are�

for�Genomic�Integrity���The�ATAD5�protein�retrieves�the�protein�

�which�regulates�the�survival�and�division�of�cells��that�result�in�colon�

As�explained�by�LEE�Kyoo�young��a�research�fellow�at�the�Center�

needed�for�the�structural�change�and�removes�the�PCNA�from�the�
DNA�strand�so�that�it�does�not�interfere�with�the�structural�change��It�

acts�like�a�switch�that�both�ﬁnishes�replication�and�restarts�it�at�the�
same�time��

repetitive
replication

Cancer�is�defective�cells�that�fail�during�DNA�replication
Although�DNA�replication�is�an�important�process�closely�related�

assymmetric
replicaion

to�cancer�development��the�detailed�mechanisms�of�the�proteins�

❸�Defective�origin�activation

The�origin�of�DNA�in�replication�may�be�

normal�replication

activated�again�to�cause�double�replication��
or�an�imbalance�in�which�DNA�replication�

RNA�polymerase

replication�
enzyme

❺�Collision�of�DNA�polymerase�and�transcriptase

of�building�blocks�used�by�DNA�replication�

polymerase�generating�RNA�collide�

The�enzymes�involved�in�replicating�DNA�and�the�RNA�

being�made�to�develop�a�second�generation�of�anticancer�drugs�that�
target�only�cancer�cells�and�have�little�to�no�effect�on�normal�cells��
Such�medications�would�selectively�react�with�targeted�cancer�cells�

�Glivec��used�to�treat�leukemia��is�a�symbolic�targeted�anticancer�

system�are�essential�to�developing�drugs�that�react�specifically�to�

Knowledge�about�the�DNA�replication�process�can�help�toward�

the�development�of�new�formulations�of�targeted�anticancer�drugs��

the�ATAD5�protein�owing�to�the�likelihood�that�it�is�involved�in�cancer�

than�normal�cells�to�replication�stress��By�artiﬁcially�maximizing�the�

development��In�experiments�with�mice��removal�of�the�ATAD5�
protein�killed�an�embryo�before�they�were�born��whereas�a�50%�

As�noted�by�Director�Myung���Cancer�cells�are�much�more�sensitive�
replication�stress�through�restriction�of�the�ATAD5�gene�in�cancer�
cells��we�can�kill�the�cancerous�cells�before�the�normal�cells�are�
aﬀected��

In�humans��ATAD5�gene�mutations�were�identified�in�genomic�

samples�from�patients�with�cancer���Many�people�with�cancer�have�

it�because�of�problems�in�their�DNA�replication�and�repair�processes��
regardless�these�are�congenital�or�acquired���said�Dr��Lee�

The�continued�growth�of�cancer�cells�is�mostly�the�result�of�

failures�in�the�regulation�of�the�cell�division�rate�and�level��owing�
to�defective�or�insufficient�amounts�of�the�responsible�proteins��

with�a�defect�in�replication�continue�to�proliferate�daughter�cells�
st

also�damage�normal�cells�in�samples��Therefore��ongoing�eﬀorts�are�

homeostasis�

Therefore��cell�division�occurs�infinitely�without�interruption��Cells�
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Most�existing��first�generation��anticancer�drugs�are�cytotoxic��

Although�they�work�around�the�idea�of�removing�cancer�cells��they�

cancer�cells���explains�Dr��Lee�

the�secret�of�how�genomes�such�as�DNA�can�always�maintain�

of�tumor�cells�in�various�areas��such�as�the�lungs��liver��and�ovaries�

❹�Depletion�of�nucleotide

DNA�damage�repair��that�lead�to�breast�cancer�

functions�of�all�proteins�involved�in�DNA�replication�and�to�unravel�

reduction�of�the�ATAD5�gene�expression�level�led�to�the�development�

collision

cancer�and�mutations�of�the�BRCA1�and�BRCA2�genes��involved�in�

drug��The�fundamental�studies�on�DNA�replication�and�the�repair�

The�Center�for�Genomic�Integrity�is�paying�particular�attention�to�

progresses�in�only�one�direction�

mutations�of�the�phosphatase�and�tensin�homolog��PTEN��gene�

involved�in�nucleic�acid�replication�have�not�yet�been�uncovered��The�
goals�of�the�IBS�Center�for�Genomic�Integrity�are�to�investigate�the�

The�DNA�replication�process�halts�due�to�a�lack�

Nature�Comm
unications

proteins�operate�properly�

replication�enzyme

❶�Unusal�DNA�structures

the�progression�of�DNA�replication�

This�means�that�replication�occurs�correctly�only�when�these�two�

replication�protein

Unusal�DNA�structures��such�as�thymine�
dimers�and�hairpin�structures��prevent�

binding�to�DNA�to�initiate�replication��whereas�the�ATAD5�RFC�

Related�paper

Su�Hyung�Park�et�al����ATAD5�promotes�replication�restart�by�regulating�RAD51�
and�PCNA�in�response�to�replication�stress���Nature Communications��2019��
DOI��10�1038�s41467�019�13667�4
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Center�f or�Integr ated�Nanos tr uc ture�Physic s

Particulate�matter�made�up�of�small�pollutants�

less�than�10�μm�in�diameter��or�PM10��consists�

Photocatalyst�that�captures
both�carbon�dioxide�and�germs

of�organic�and�metal�compounds�such�as�
sulfur�dioxide��lead��and�nitrogen�oxide��It�can�
remain�in�the�atmosphere�for�a�long�time�and�

cause�respiratory�diseases��Particulate�matter�
is�usually�removed�from�the�air�using�filters�or�
by�capturing�them�through�static�electricity��
Recently��photocatalyst s�that�decompose�

particulate�matter�with�the�help�of�light�have�

HWANG�Heemin��

also�been�reported�

Researcher��Center�for�Integrated�
Nanostructure�Physics

Titanium�dioxide�as�a�photocatalyst
A�catalyst�is�a�substance�that�causes�a�chemical�
reaction�to�occur�more�quickly�without�under�

going�any�change��A�photocatalyst�causes�a�

Chau�T��K��Nguyen�

Researcher��Center�for�Integrated�
Nanostructure�Physics

catalytic�reaction�using�light�energy��When�light�

is�supplied�to�a�photocatalyst��electrons�and�
holes��empty�spots�left�by�released�electrons��
are�created�in�the�material��

The�photocatalyst�undergoes�catalysis�

�Hyoyoung�Lee�s�Blue�Titanium�Dioxide���the�photocatalyst�named�after�the�inventor��Two�crystals��

anatase�and�rutile��are�mixed�at�a�4�1�ratio��The�photocatalyst�is�noted�for�transforming�only�the�anatase�

of�the�two�crystals��amorphous�anatase�crystalline�rutile�TiO2��left��or�only�the�rutile�into�an�amorphous�
state��crystalline�anatase�amorphous�rutile�TiO2��right���This�drastically�increases�light�eﬃciency�

by�strong�reduction�and�oxidization�carried�

out�by�these�electrons�and�positive�holes��The�holes�can�carry�

to�obtain�hydrogen�when�using�it�as�a�photocatalyst�for�water�

compounds�and�release�hydrogen��At�the�same�time��the�

utility�as�a�photocatalyst�can�be�taken�advantage�of�only�when�

out�oxidation�by�forming�OH�radicals�that�bond�with�organic�

electrons�bond�with�oxygen�adsorbed�on�the�photocatalyst�to�

generate�oxygen�free�radicals��Titanium�dioxide��TiO2��is�a�widely�

used�photocatalyst�that�causes�such�reactions�

In�1972��the�Japanese�chemist�Akira�Fujishima�discovered�a�

photocatalytic�reaction�wherein�titanium�dioxide�and�platinum�
decomposed�water�into�hydrogen�and�oxygen�and�published�

his�ﬁndings�in�the�international�journal�Nature��Since�then��many�

researchers�have�undertaken�studies�to�increase�the�activity�
and�eﬃciency�of�photocatalysts�

TiO2�is�a��chalcogen�compound��formed�of�a�transition�metal�

Director�of�the�Center�for�Integrated�Nanostructure�Physics�
Hyoyoung�Lee�s�Blue�Titanium�Dioxide�
eﬀective�even�in�visible�light

TiO2�is�an�odorless�white�powder��It�exists�as�single�crystals�of�

anatase�or�rutile�in�nature��In�addition��anatase‒rutile�TiO2��a�
two�phase�mixture�of�these�two�crystals�in�a�ratio�of�4�1��has�

also�been�reported��Anatase‒rutile�TiO 2�is�a�photocatalyst�

that�absorbs�UV�and�transforms�water�and�carbon�dioxide�into�

W��while�chalcogen�elements�are�nonmetallic�elements�in�group�

for�industrial�applications�because�its�light�absorption�eﬃciency�

16��such�as�O��S��and�Se�

Associate�Director��Center�for�
Integrated�Nanostructure�Physics

it�is�irradiated�with�UV���explains�Prof��LEE�Hyoyoung��Associate�

and�a�chalcogen�element��Transition�metals�are�those�that�

belong�to�groups�3‒12�in�the�periodic�table��such�as�Ni��Ti��and�

LEE�Hyoyoung

decomposition��However��its�usage�is�limited�indoors�as�its�

Adding�heat�to�a�chalcogen�compound�like�TiO 2 �rapidly�

separates�it�into�crystalline�and�amorphous�phases��Reflection�

methane��carbon�monoxide��and�oxygen��It�is�most�widely�used�
is�relatively�high�

This�light�absorption�efficiency�increases�further�if�anatase‒

rutile�TiO2�can�absorb�visible�light��as�it�can�then�utilize�more�

of�light�from�a�crystalline�material�is�high��while�light�absorption�

energ y�than�when�absorbing�only�UV��In�2011��a�research�

compounds�are�used�as�photocatalysts�

absorption�rate�of�the�photocatalyst�by�changing�white�TiO2�to�

is�high�for�an�amorphous�substance��This�is�why�chalcogen�
�Since�titanium�dioxide�reacts�very�well�with�oxygen��it�is�easy�

team�at�UC�Berkley��United�States��reported�an�increase�in�the�

black��The�research�team�added�hydrogen�to�TiO2�to�transform�
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reaction�conditions�by�introducing�a�TiO2�photocatalyst�with�
three�phases―anatase��rutile��and�anatase‒rutile―to�lithium‒

Three�times�optical�eﬃciency�and�100%�
conversion�into�carbon�monoxide
Hybrid�photocatalyst�for�artiﬁcial�
photosynthesis

ethylenediamine�

This�resulted�in�only�the�rutile�TiO2�crystal�turning�black��

which�was�the�only�component�that�was�re duce d��This�
suggested�that�anatase‒amorphous�rutile�TiO2�was�successfully�

Prof��LEE�Hyoyoung��Associate�Director�of�

Physics��developed�the�hybrid�photocatalyst�by�
doping�tungsten�trioxide��WO3��and�silver��Ag��

to�a�compound�of�Hyoyoung�Lee�s�Blue�Titanium�

Dioxide��The�photocatalyst�converts�carbon�

dioxide�into�carbon�monoxide��using�34�8%�of�

absorbed�light�for�this�conversion��representing�

light�eﬃciency�three�times�higher�than�with�

manufactured�as�a�photocatalyst�that�is�eﬀective�even�in�visible�

oxygen
�O2�

light��The�results�were�published�in�the�international�journal�
Energy & Environmental Science�in�2016�

carbon�monoxide
�CO�

Using�34�8%
of�absorbed�light

conventional�photocatalysts�

the�international�journal�ACS Applied Materials & Interface�on�

September�10��2019��Prof��Lee�named�it��Hyoyoung�Lee�s�Blue�

The�blue�in�Hyoyoung�Lee�s�Blue�

Titanium�Dioxide�is�attributed�to�

only�a�single�phase�of�anatase�

rutile�titanium�dioxide�being�

selectively�transformed�into�an�

water
�H2O�

WO3

amorphous�state�

Blue�
TiO2

rutile

TiO 2 ��in�2019��This�was�the�world�s�first�transformation�of�

into�the�amorphous�state��and�the�results�were�published�in�

Blue�TiO2

carbon�dioxide
�CO2�

manufac turing�an�amorphous�anatase ‒ cr ystalline�rutile�

only�one�anatase�phase�of�a�two�phase�crystalline�material�

Conversion�of�100%�
of�carbon�dioxide�into�
carbon�monoxide

Injection�of�carbon�
dioxide�to�react�with�
the�photocatalyst

In�a�follow�up�study��Prof��Lee�succeeded�in�transforming�

only�the�anat ase�cr y s t al�into�the�amor phous�s t ate�and�

anatase

Ag

Titanium�Dioxide��by�combining�his�name�and�the�blue�color�of�
the�two�substances�to�commemorate�the�creation�of�the�new�
substance�

�We�were�able�to�drastically�increase�the�light�efficiency�by�

absorbing�even�visible�light�and�UV��While�existing�methods�
are�very�risky�because�they�use�vapor�at�high�temperature�and�

a�high�temperature�and�high�pressure�

However��although�the�amorphous�state�increased�the�

absorption�of�visible�light��the�separation�between�the�electrons�

holes��However��selectively�transforming�only�a�single�phase�into�
the�amorphous�state�has�so�far�remained�a�challenge��despite�
anatase‒rutile�TiO2�being�in�use�for�over�50�years�

Is�there�a�way�to�selectively�transform�only�one�phase�into�

and�positive�holes�generated�in�the�process�decreased��leading�

the�amorphous�state�to�increase�the�photocatalytic�efficiency�

photocatalytic�efficiency�if�we�can�find�conditions�leading�to�

temperature��Prof��Lee�remembers�the�Birch�reduction�reaction��

to�reduced�photocatalytic�efficiency���We�can�maximize�the�
which�better�light�absorption�and�increased�separation�between�

electrons�and�positive�holes�simultaneously��We�thought�it�

without�increasing�the�temperature�above�25�°C��i�e���room�
with�which�he�experimented�during�his�Ph�D��studies�

The�Birch�reduction�reaction�is�a�classical�chemical�reaction�

would�be�possible�if�we�could�transform�one�of�two�phases�of�

that�uses�Na�or�Li�to�reduce�benzene�in�liquid�ammonia��Liquid�

Theoretically��transforming�only�part�of�it�into�the�amorphous�

the�solution�becomes�a�strong�reducing�agent��as�Na�provides�

anatase‒rutile�TiO2�into�the�amorphous�state���said�Prof��Lee�

state�can�result�in�the�absorption�of�visible�light�and�the�
remaining�crystalline�state�to�separate�electrons�and�positive�
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st

ammonia�turns�blue�when�Na�is�dissolved�in�it��implying�that�
electrons�to�ammonia�

In�a�2016�experiment��Prof��Lee�modified�the�Birch�reduction�

The�2020�paper�that�announced�the�development�of�a�new�

hybrid�photocatalyst�to�promote�artiﬁcial�photosynthesis�using�

Hyoyoung�Lee�s�Blue�Titanium�Dioxide�

The�newly�developed�hybrid�photocatalyst�used�34�8%�

under�high�pressure��mass�produced�photocatalysts�at�room�

of�the�absorbed�light�for�catalytic�conversion��making�the�

utilized�in�a�wide�range�of�studies�and�industries���said�Prof��Lee�

photocatalysts��Moreover��it�proved�to�be�cost�eﬀective�as�well��

temperature�and�under�an�ambient�atmosphere�can�be�widely�

Hybrid�photocatalyst�that�even�removes�germs

light�efficiency�three�times�higher�than�that�of�conventional�

as�it�generated�100%�CO�without�producing�methane��CH 4��

during�the�catalytic�conversion��It�generated�200�times�more�
CO�than�conventional�TiO2�catalysts�do��and�was�15�times�more�

Prof��Lee�conducted�follow�up�studies��using�Hyoyoung�Lee�s�

eﬀective�than�the�best�photocatalyst�reported�so�far�

water�into�ox ygen�and�carbon�monoxide��CO��to�achieve�

cost�effectiveness�by�producing�CO��which�can�ser ve�as�an�

The�process�not�only�reduces�the�amount�of�CO 2 �in�the�

generating�byproducts��We�are�presently�conducting�studies�

Blue�Titanium�Dioxide�as�a�photocatalyst�to�convert�CO2�and�

it�into�an�amorphous�state�to�absorb�visible�light�more�easily�at�

Materials�Tod
ay

the�IBS�Center�for�Integrated�Nanostructure�

artiﬁcial�photosynthesis�

atmosphere�but�also�produces�CO��which�can�be�useful�in�the�
industry�

Prof��Lee�obtained�a�nonuniform�structure�for�Hyoyoung�Lee�s�

Blue�Titanium�Dioxide�by�doping�other�materials�to�to�increase�
only�the�O2��and�CO�generation�rates

without�producing�any�byproducts��He�expected�that�it�would�

increase�the�charge�generation�and�thus�improve�the�light�

�In�addition�to�reducing�the�emission�of�CO2 ��it�improved�

intermediate�in�the�synthesis�of�useful�compounds��without�
of�the�manufacture�of�CO��a�byproduct�of�catalytic�reaction��
into�a�more�useful�compound�and�discussing�with�visible�

photocatalyst�manufacturers�the�transfer�of�this�technology�
to�those�manufacturers�to�assist�in�their�development�of�air�
puriﬁcation�systems�that�remove�particulate�matter�and�germs���
said�Prof��Lee��

eﬃciency�

He�eventually�developed�a�new�hybrid�photocatalyst�that�is�

mixed�with��Blue�Titanium�Dioxide��tungsten�trioxide��WO3���and�

doped�Ag��This�development�was�published�in�the�international�
journal�Materials Today�on�January�3��2020�

Related�paper

Chau�T��K��Nguyen�et�al����Highly�eﬃcient�nanostructured�metal�decorated�
hybrid�semiconductors�for�solar�conversion�of�CO2�with�almost�complete�CO�
Selectivity���Materials Today��2020��DOI��10�1016�j�mattod�2019�11�005�
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Center�for�Sof t�and�Living�Matter

Salt, quartz, and silicon. These three materials may seem to have

A�growth�engine�for�new�drugs�and�
semiconductors��crystals�
How�to�make�larger�crystals�faster��

nothing in common, except for one crucial factor: they are all made
of crystals.
“Crystal” is a solid material whose molecules are arranged
in an ordered microscopic structure. Crystal-related research
is key to food industry and cutting- edge industrial fields such
as drugs and semiconductors, being considered as one crucial
element for the advancement of modern industries . X- r ay
cr ystallogr aphy is currently the most advanced technique
f o r s t r u c t u r e d e te r m i n a t i o n o f p r o te i n s a n d b i o l o g i c a l
macromolecules.
Nature

DNA is a leading example. The work of Rosalind Franklin on
X-ray diffraction images of DNA crystals served as a cornerstone
for discovering the DNA double helix in 1953.
Cr ystal s provide clues to understand the unpredictably

The�paper�on�a�new�crystal�growing�method�by�the�IBS�

complex structure of proteins or investigate the properties of

Center�for�Soft�and�Living�Matter�was�published�by�the�

newly synthesized substances. However, cr ystal formation is

international�journal�Nature�on�March�5�

a challenging process. Even after creation, in many cases, its
growth is not sufficient enough to carry out a relevant analysis. Is
there a way to form crystals simply and quickly while making them
large enough?
Ostwald�ripening���growing�crystals�from�seeds
The most widely used formation method is to leave a

Bartosz�Andzej�Grzybowski�
Group�Leader��Center�for�
Soft�and�Living�Matter

liquid- pure liquid of ionic polymer- for some reason. He then
tested 20 substances: including organic and inorganic materials,
metals, macromolecules, proteins, in 9 different ionic polymer
solutions.
The operational time of this approach was 10 times less than

supersaturated solution to grow the crystals while ensuring they

stay-still crystallization while the result was seven times larger

are isolated from any kind of impact. Such an approach needs at

on average. The is opposite to the belief that external shock may

least one week to obtain sufficiently large crystals.

disturb crystal growth.

The principle is simple. When there comes a first few a crystal

As having an electronic charge, ionic polymers can easily

seed (nucleus) in the supersaturated solution, the solute particles

bond with hydrophilic solvent. However, they rarely bond with

attach to it to grow the cr ystal , which is called the Ost wald

solvent under normal conditions due to their small surface with

ripening process.

intertwining molecules.

There should be no external impact during Ostwald ripening,

But what would happen if rotational force was applied? “When

as it can disturb the growth of a large crystal, causing secondary

the rotational force is applied, this loosens the inter twined

nucleation. This decreases the final size of the crystals.

molecules, leading to all ionic parts of molecules being exposed

“Researchers in R&D and industry want to reduce the growth

to the solvent, and thus enabling solute molecules bonding with

time of cr ystals. The formation of cr ystal takes 2–3 weeks on

the crystal nucleus,” Prof. Grzybowski explained. The principle is

average, which slows down the entire R&D process,” stated Prof.

similar to a ball of the thread having a surface area smaller than

Bartosz Grzybowski, a Group Leader at the Center for Soft and

that of the same thread when unwound.

Living Matter at the IBS.
Applying�rotational�force�to�each�molecule
Prof. Grzybowski has been studied how to apply external forces to
affect chemical reactions for many years.
He discovered that cr ystals grow fast in rotating polyionic

By comparing the size of cr ystals formed by polymers with
various molecular weights, Prof. Grzybowski’s research team
found that those formed by long polymers with large molecular
weight were larger than those with shorter polymers.
Moreover, the size of the crystal varied with respect to the shear
rate. While the polymer without rotation led to almost no crystals
formation, a higher shear rate led to the formation of larger
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Making�crystals�larger�quickly

Dr��Bartosz�Grzybowski��Group�Leader�at�the�Center�for�Soft�and�Living�Matter��used�
polymers�and�rotational�force�to�make�crystals�7�times�larger�and�10�times�faster��
on�average��than�existing�methods��

solute

solvent

crystal�nuclei

crystal

Existing�crystal�
production�method

Crystals�are�used�widely�in�
the�food��pharmaceutical��

Crystal�production�has�

semiconductor�and�other�

solute�binds�to�crystal�nuclei�and�

traditionally�followed�

industries��and�technology�

grows�in�a�supersaturated�solution

the�principle�that�solute�

to�increase�crystal�size�quickly�

is�very�important�to�process�

binds�to�crystal�nuclei�and�

eﬃciency�

grows�in�a�supersaturated�
solution��It�takes�a�long�

time�to�form�crystals�as�

the�solvent�surrounding�

the�solute�interferes�with�

bonding�of�the�solute�

Crystal�production�using�polymer�and�rotational�force

The�crystal�production�method�developed�by�the�IBS�Center�for�Soft�and�

Living�Matter�uses�polymers�and�rotational�force��Rotational�force�increased�
the�ability�of�the�ionic�polymer�to�bond�with�hydrophilic�solvent��reducing�

crystal�growth�time�and�increasing�crystal�size�

rotational�force

crystals. Hydrodynamic simulation of crystal nucleus movement

substances. The Ostwald ripening takes too long to form crystals

under the rotational force revealed that the shear rate is higher

from a candidate substance. Moreover, those crystals are not

around a larger crystal, which leads to faster growth.

guaranteed to grow into a sufficient size. Using the method

Adding other materials during the crystal formation generally

proposed by Prof. Grzybowski’s research team that applies a

decreases purity. The additional substance could also attach to

rotational force to ionic polymer, the crystal formation process

the crystal material while the molecules binding to the crystal

can be drastically reduced to finish up in only a few days, which

nucleus, which leads to disturbed cr ystal formation or non-

may well-accelerate the development of new drugs.

uniform crystal shapes.

size of a silicon crystal, the core material for semiconductors, is

formed with rotational force as proposed by Dr. Grzybowski

regarded as one critical parameter to evaluate the quality of a final

showed no difference in purity or shape from those formed with

product.

pure materials. According to Dr. Grzybowski, this is because

“Using rotational force is similar to experimenting in space

the ionic polymers did not physically bond with the material that

that has different physical environment from the Earth, and thus,

formed the crystals.

generates a different outcome from a typical chemical reaction.

This study was published by the international academic journal
ionic�polymer

The semiconductor industry is also tracking this trend. The

In contrast, NMR and X-ray diffraction images of the crystals

Nature on March 4.

This will be very helpful in finding new technologies applicable to
relevant industries,” Prof. Grzybowski said.

Applicable�to�new�drug�development�
and�semiconductor�production

The reason the basic research on crystal formation has attracted
the attention of academia is simple: Prof. Grzybowski believes that
he solved the problem without using complicated technology and
that the impact of their study will be significant because it can be
1�Preparation�of�

supersaturated�solution�

containing�ionic�polymer
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2�Polymer�adsorbs�the�solvent�as�

polymer�structure�decomposes�when�
rotational�force�is�applied

3�Quick�formation�of�crystals�as�

solvent�surrounding�the�solute�is�

adsorbed�onto�the�polymer

applied to a wide variety of industries.
Particularly, there exists great potential for application in
the pharmaceutical industr y. The development of a new drug
substance can often require an analysis of hundreds of different

Related�paper

Sun��Jian�Ke�et�al����Enhancing�crystal�growth�using�polyelectrolyte�solutions�
and�shear�ﬂow���Nature��2020��DOI��10�1038�s41586�020�2042�1
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Viewpoint

Written by KIM Soyoung, Professor of the Graduate School of Science, Technology and Policy, KAIST

How to represent

science in politics?

Who is the best person to represent science

in representative democracy?

Of course, it’s a scientist. Yet it is not enough
to send scientists as delegates of their own

interests to the legislature. With increasingly
complex issues facing the world of science

and politics, we need to make politicians

better understand science issues and act

as trustees of the scientific community to
advocate scientific interests.

A workshop for newly elected members was held on May 21 before the

National Assembly session began.

South Korea ran a general election on April 15th, which

distributing plastic gloves in the poll booths, etc.) rather

WHO’s official declaration of COVID-19 as a pandemic

political support for the next four years of the legislature

for Democracy & Electoral Assistance (IDEA) created in

parties under the name of proportional representation

promotion of democracy as the single mandate, South

multi-party competition.

national or subnational elections as scheduled despite

of advocates for science was the almost total lack of

became the first nationwide election held since the

on March 11th. According to the International Institute
1995 as the only international organization that has the

Korea is one of the 18 countries that decided to hold
the COVID-19 emergencies.

Science agenda hardly distinguishable
across political parties
in the last general election of South Korea
Touted as a model case for flattening the cur ve of

than the election itself, for the whole process of building

was seriously marred by last-minute creation of satellite

that ended up with two big political blocs instead of

What was worse in this election from the perspective

agendas for science policy. The Citizens’ Coalition for

the Scientific Society (CCSS), the largest citizen group

promoting science in South Korea, held a special forum
just a week before the election to analyze the science-

related content of electoral platforms of major political
parities. Surprisingly or as expected (depending on one’s
optimism or pessimism for this election), those five major

parties out of fifty-one political parties (by far the largest

number of parties showing up on the ballet in South

the pandemic without nationwide lockdowns, South

Korean histor y) presented virtually indistinguishable

of a democr atic regime in crisis management by

to the instrumental mobilization of S&T for economic

Korea created another example for the superiorit y

proposals on science and technology (S&T) largely geared

successfully holding a general election. Yet, the April 15

growth.

(checking temperatures maintaining one-meter distance,

dangerously missing or poorly addressed in the agendas

election was in fact the success of managing the voting

More specifically, the CCSS forum analysis revealed S&T
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There�are�still�many�problems�to�be�

solved�in�science�research��Typical�

examples�include�short�term�oriented�
quantitative�evaluation�and�the�

Project�Based�System��PBS���which�is�
unstable�in�terms�of�labor�costs�and�

employment�

of major political parties. First of all, science-related

proposals were notably small in number. For the ruling

party’s platform, science-related proposals were only

13 out of 167 proposals. Even for the major opposition

party’s platform, they were only 4 out of 165 proposals.

Secondly, those science-related proposals looked more

delegate

This is to the degree to which no one can tell which party

platform they would be from if some of the components
from one party are switched with those of another.

Thirdly, those proposals touching on S&T turned out

just viewed as tools or methods achieving another goals

such as economic development or industrial promotion.

Members of the National

interests in all fields of

its continual development.

asset management.

science field work towards

demands of the S&T community such as quality-driven
Issues like S&T are understandably less pronounced in

science, such as in financial

politics

R&D evaluation or the reform of the project-based
system.

They coordinate the varying

Assembly who are from the

There are virtually no proposals addressing the ongoing

only 5�6 of the elected candidates from this election

issues and coordinate political processes indispensable

previous elections (28 candidates of S&T background

this requires an amelioration of the twin tendencies ‒

a general election filling 300 legislative seats compared

have the S&T background, which is far smaller than the

represent and lead the nation� yet, how S&T issues are

elected in the 2016 election and 20 in the 2012 election).

to a presidential election picking a single individual to

treated in a general election is still important, for an idea

The other is the trustee, which is someone who

or an initiatives circulating during a general election gets

has bet ter wisdom or insight to navigate political

in the new administration’s 5-year governmental agenda.

not necessarily share the same sociodemographic

are addressed in a general election� This is ultimately a

surrounding a particular group to be represented. From

to resurface in a presidential election and often ends up
How can we improve the ways in which S&T issues

question of who can represent and advocate the interests

of the S&T community best. There are two answers,
which are essentially about two ways of doing politics for

science.

Both �delegates� and �trustees�
crucial for the representation
of science in politics
One is the delegate, that is, someone who resembles

struggles to negotiate colliding interests. A trustee does

for bringing S&T issues into national agendas. All of

scientists’ aversion of politics (to send more scientists to
the legislature) and politicians’ ignorance of science (to

have more politicians advocate science).

background but understands better a political landscape

this standpoint, a politician skillful at crafting a coalition

of support may better advance the interests of the S&T
community, for he or she is more knowledgeable of

different interests and constraints to tackle in order to

bring up the final result.

We need to break away from the twin
tendencies of scientists� aversion of politics
and politicians� ignorance of science

About the writer

Prof. KIM Soyoung is the Director of the Korea Policy Center for the

people from the same community he or she will be

It is not enough to rely on one type of the representatives

will be best represented by a laborer� likewise, the best

is important to send as many scientists as possible to

led large�scale S&T policy programs on R&D funding, S&T workforce

have politicians of high caliber develop interest in S&T

committees for S&T�related issues. �soyoungkim@kaist.ac.kr�

representing in the legislature. For example, labor interest

person to advocate the S&T community would be a
scientist. From this standpoint, it is quite lamentable that

st

trustee

or less the same across all five major parties’ platforms.

to be mostly instrumental in the sense that S&T were
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in the legislature for advancement of S&T interests. It

the national assembly, yet it is equally important to

Fourth Industrial Revolution at KAIST and the Project Coordinator

for the Establishment of Kenya KAIST Project. As the former head of
the KAIST Graduate School of Science, Technology, and Policy, she

policy, science�based ODA and the governance of emerging

technologies, in addition to serving on numerous governmental
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Special COVID-19 Science Report

Written�by�KIM�Ho�Min��CI�of�Pioneer�Research�Center�for�Biomolecular�and�Cellular�Structure
CDC

When�scanned��
the�QR�Code�
opens�a�link�
to��COVID�19�
Science�Report��
on�the�web�

Editor�s note
The Institute for Basic Science
(IBS) has published 20 volumes of
its COVID-19 Science Report, which
includes scientific knowledge and
studies about SARS-Coronavirus-2
(SARS-CoV-2), the virus responsible
for the current coronavirus
pandemic. The IBS COVID-19 Science
Report is intended to share ongoing
Korean and international research,
scientific issues, ideas, and studies
that may aid the prevention,
diagnosis, and treatment of this
new viral disease (COVID-19). Many
articles, full of information, are being
published, because scientists feel
that spreading accurate information
as quickly as possible will help
minimize confusion in the global
community and assist eﬀorts to
overcome the crisis. The following is
an excerpt from the COVID- 19 Science
Report, adapted for this article.

The first pandemic in 11 years

Q&A� SARS-CoV-2

Q. How is this novel coronavirus different from known
coronaviruses?

 utations have enabled it to attach more
A. M
strongly to human cell receptors.

An increase in the number of people with pneumonia of unknown

and scientists at the Chinese Center for Disease Control and

Prevention to organize a task force to combat what appeared to
be a new disease. The team reported on January 24, 2020, via the
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the genome sequences of a number of coronaviruses, and had

suggested that the novel coronavirus had been transmitted most

weekly medical journal The New England Journal of Medicine, that

it had analyzed fluid sampled during bronchoalveolar lavage of a

patient, and had identified a new type of coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2,
which caused the disease COVID-19.1

Subsequently, on February 3, the whole genome sequence

spike proteins before they can enter the cell. German researchers

identified that SARS-CoV-2 uses the TMPRSS2 enzyme on lung cell

membrane as the protein “scissors”, and presented this discovery on

likely from bats to pangolins, an intermediary host, and then

March 5, online in the international scientific journal, Cell.5

infection.3

much faster than other existing SARS-associated coronaviruses

the coronavirus spike proteins protruding from its surface can be

receptors, together with the fact that a portion of the SARS-CoV-2

this and the sun�s “crown” or “corona”. Viral spike proteins bind to

prevalent protein “scissors” of the host cell, called furin.

mutated into the more virulent SARS-CoV-2, leading to human
When examined under a transmission electron microscope,

observed; the name originates from the resemblance between
receptor proteins on the host cell surface and mediate virus host cell
entry.

The conformation or “shape” of spike proteins varies between

A number of recent studies have shown that SARS-CoV-2 spreads

due to stronger binding between SARS-CoV-2 and human ACE2
spike proteins mutates allowing them to be “cut out” more easily by

Q. How does a virus replicate within the human body?

example, SARS-associated coronavirus targets the receptor protein

 iruses use the human cellular system
A. V
as their own.

associated coronavirus targets the protein, dipeptidyl peptidase-4

SARS-CoV-2 is like the destitute Kim-family in the movie Parasite,

different coronaviruses, targeting different host cell receptors. For

known as angiotensin converting enzyme-2 (ACE2), while MERS(DPP4).

A research team at the Molecular Biosciences Department of

the University of Texas, Austin, USA, determined high-resolution

who uses everything in the house of the wealthy Park family, as if

they owned it themselves.

Upon entry into the host cell, the virus, using its own genomic

3D structure of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein using cryo-electron

RNA and the protein biosynthetic machinery of the host cell, directs

is similar to that of the known SARS- related coronavirus. These

initially directs the synthesis of the required “blocks of proteins” and

and attach strongly to the host cell surface. This information was

“scissors”, just like we would cut out the parts of a plastic model

microscopy (Cryo-EM) technique and discovered that their structure

spike proteins of SARS-CoV-2 bind to ACE2 receptor proteins

cause in Wuhan, China, in December 2019, lead the medical team

Coronavirus is a virus that causes seasonal respiratory tract illnesses
and the common cold� however, it needs to be taken more seriously
than the common ﬂu. Coronaviruses were the causative agents for the
2002 outbreak of severe acute respiratory syndrome �SARS�, the 2015
outbreak of Middle East respiratory syndrome �MERS�, and now, the
COVID-19 outbreak. Of these, only the COVID-19 outbreak has been
described as a pandemic by the World Health Organization �WHO�. The
COVID-19 pandemic is the third pandemic declared by the WHO since
it was founded in 1946, following the Hong Kong ﬂu pandemic of 1968
and the 2009 H1N1 ﬂu pandemic. Here are some answers to common
questions about the novel coronavirus:

a joint research team from Hong Kong and China had compared

published online on February 19 by the peered- review international
academic journal, Science.4

the synthesis of viral proteins necessary for viral replication. The virus

then “cuts” them into smaller proteins using the host cell�s protein

before assembly.

Together the protein pieces function in replicating viral RNA; this

Binding of spike proteins to the host cell, however, does not

process involves RNA polymerase Nsp7 and Nsp8. At the same time,

type of “protein scissors” of the host cell must “cut” a part of the

that function in protecting the viral RNA. Other viral proteins, like

necessarily lead to the virus penetrating the cell. A protease, a
3 Zhou et al., “A pneumonia outbreak associated with a new coronavirus

of probable bat origin”, Nature, 2020, DOI: 10.1038/s41586-020-2012-7

4 Wrapp et al., “Cryo-EM structure of the 2019-nCoV spike in the prefusion

conformation”, Science, 2020, DOI: 10.1126/science.abb2507

Binding of
spike proteins
to the host cell

SARS-CoV-2

various viral components (proteins), such as envelope and spikes

5 Hoﬀmann et al., “SARS-CoV-2 cell entry depends on ACE2 and TMPRSS2

and is blocked by a clinically-proven protease inhibitor”, Cell, 2020,

DOI: 10.1016/j.cell.2020.02.052

spike proteins

SARS-CoV

MERS-CoV

of SARS-CoV-2 was published in Nature,2 a globally reputable
scientific journal. On March 26, a publication in Nature reported that

1 Zhu et al., “A Novel Coronavirus from Patients with Pneumonia in China”,
The New England Journal of Medicine, 2020, DOI: 10.1056/NEJMoa2001017

2 Wu et al., “A new coronavirus associated with human respiratory disease

in China”, Nature, 2020, DOI: 10.1038/s41586-020-2008-3

protein scissors
(TMPRSS2)
ACE2

host cell

protein scissors
ACE2

DPP4
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spike proteins, coat proteins, membrane proteins, and nucleocapsid

medication can be used or promising new drug candidates can be

host cell.

This process is called drug repurposing.

proteins, are produced using protein biosynthesis process of the

The replicated RNA is then combined with these viral proteins into

a single mature virus particle that is then released from the cell. Even

tested to see if these drugs could be useful in treating SARS-CoV-2.

that could stop virus entry into the host cell by inhibiting the

protein “scissors” or RNA polymerase activities; one such example

infect other host cells and the replication cycle is repeated.

developed by the biopharmaceutical company, Gilead Sciences. RDV

Q. Why are antiviral drugs effective?

 ntiviral drugs inhibit the polymerase activity
A. A
required for RNA replication.
Scientists study the complex and elaborate replication processes of

viruses in order to develop new antiviral medications. Currently, the

best strategy is to make a new drug that will specifically suppress

and SARS-CoV-2 particles in the

human airway epithelial cell ultrathin
sections are shown in Panel B.

cells, and it interferes with the action of RNA polymerase.

According to clinical trials, conducted by Chinese researchers,

100㎚

on the efficacy of seven antiviral drugs currently on the market

1㎛

against SARS-CoV-2, RDV was most effective in inhibiting SARS-CoV-2

pneumonia in the USA given RDV showed improvement within 24

hours, and became well enough to be discharged after a few days.
Currently, RDV is undergoing a large-scale Phase-3 clinical trial for

England Journal of Medicine on April 10, showed that 68 % of

experienced side effects, such as liver inflammation, diarrhea, rash,

and kidney damage, and this calls for additional clinical

trials.6

More clinical trials are being conducted with medications such as

RNA polymerase), ribavirin (used in the treatment of hepatitis

European-Canadian research team announced online in the journal

chloroquine (used in the prevention and treatment of malaria), to

for COVID-19. When exogenous recombinant ACE2 receptors are

their symptoms after they had received RDV. However, many also

favipiravir (used to treat the 2009 H1N1 flu by selectively inhibiting

C), interferon therapy (which modulates immune response), and

Q. Is medication specifically for SARS-COVID-2 imminent?
A. New drugs are being developed using 
“fake proteins” and “decoy receptors”.

E

M

N

pp1ab

to these receptors instead of the host cell ACE2 receptors, leading
to the natural destruction of the virus. In a similar way, neutralizing

antibodies are being produced to target SARS-CoV-2 spike proteins.

Furthermore, a significant number of molecular compounds and
their efficacies are being screened using artificial intelligence-based

deep learning technology to identify potent drug candidates.

human body. Scientists are therefore targeting this process in the
development of vaccines and medications.

One vaccine candidate, mRNA-1273, manufactured by an

American biotechnology company, Moderna Inc., is a messenger

(+) sgRNAs

Translation

Golgi
appratus

ER
S

M

(+) gRNA

N

Transcription
(-) gRNA

(+) gRNA

RNA (mRNA) vaccine containing the genetic code for viral spike

proteins. Once the vaccine is injected into the human body, “fake”
spike proteins are produced, which induces the production of

antibodies against the virus. Less time is need to produce this type

of vaccine compared to a vaccine that introduces exogenous spike

E

Replicase-transcriptase complex

Double-membrane vesicles

injected into the human body, SARS-CoV-2 is “tricked” into binding

host cell is the critical step of the viral infection process within the
Vesicle

Proteolysis

RNA Replication

Cell, the development of recombinant ACE2-utilizing drug candidates

SARS-CoV-2 is currently underway. Binding of the coronavirus to the

Exocytosis

(-) sgRNAs

Nonstructral proteins

“Decoy receptors” can also be used to “trick” viruses. A joint

The development of new medications targeting the spike proteins of

Uncoating

pp1a

On March 16, a joint research team involving Moderna Inc. and

the National Institute of Health announced the dosing of the first

COVID-19 patients in a serious condition had an improvement in

gRNA

Translation

proteins into the body.

participant in a Phase-1 trial of the mRNA-1273 vaccine.

S

(+) gRNA

components(green), and a cilia(blue).

darunavir (used to treat AIDS by inhibiting the HIV protease enzyme),

test if any of these existing drugs could also be effective against

Receptor

inclusion bodies formed by virus

Results of a small-scale clinical trial, published in The New

SARS-CoV-2.

Coronavirus life cycle

extracellular virus particles(red),

replication. In addition, the first confirmed COVID-19 patient with

we are presently faced with desperate times in which the virus is

reduce the time needed to produce a new drug either an existing

particles are shown in Panel A,

is similar in shape to adenosine triphosphate, the energy source of

use in patients with mild to severe COVID-19.

spreading faster than any other known coronavirus. Therefore, to

Negative-stained SARS-CoV-2

is remdesivir (RDV), a drug used in the treatment of Ebola, originally

the replication of SARS-CoV-2.

However, desperate times call for desperate measures, and

B

Scientists look for drugs among existing anti-RNA virus drugs

at the moment of release, viruses use the membranous elements

and secretion system of the host cell. The released viruses can then

A

The New England Journal of Medicine

ERGIC
Nucleocapsid

Nucleus

Cytoplasm

6 Jonathan Grein et al., “Compassionate Use of Remdesivir for Patients
with Severe Covid-19”, The New England Journal of Medicine, 2020, DOI:

10.1056/NEJMoa2007016
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News

matter interactions with femtosecond (1fs is

one quadrillionth of a second) PW lasers. The

distributed by press release that same month;

Structures Team at the IBS Center for Correlated

covered in 10 newspapers and magazines, and

Director KIM Chang Young, awarded on
the Science Day

In honor of the 2020 Science, Information &
Communication Day, Director NAM Chang Hee of

the IBS Center for Relativistic Laser Science, was

awarded the Order of Science and Technology

Merit Ungbi (3rd Class). Associate Director KIM

commercialization of superconduc tor s, by
dramatically raising the critical temperature.

IBS Center for Climate Physics, honored
with the Minister of Science and ICT’s

and recovers cognitive function by inhibiting the

researcher in the field of symplectic geometry

activity of MAO-B, which induces over-generation

equal to one quadrillion watts) in 2016.

Elec tron Sy s tems, has contributed to the

positioning the floer theory as the main research

the findings in Nature. The research result was

In October 2019, Director Timmermann published

Associate Director Kim, head of the Electronic

with mouse models for Alzheimer’s disease,

researchers confirmed that SeReMABI improves

Center succeeded in generating the world’s most

powerful lasers with 4PW of power (PetaWatt is

Director NAM Chang Hee and Associate

was the reason why humankind has to move

from its birthplace, the Kalahari desert in Africa.

this finding was featured on seven tv broadcasts,

published in 131 online news reports.

Joint R&D to develop a new drug for
Alzheimer’s disease

Award

Korea Science Prize at the IBS, following Director

the reactive astrocytes. Since the drug has been

Hydrocarbon Functionalizations (2013); Director

to develop a new drug from SeReMABI based on
known to be effective for treating Parkinson's

Low Dimensional Electronic Systems (2015);

maximize the value of the new drug.

three of them were from the IBS.

Center for Correlated Electron Systems (2016).

dementia, success in the clinical experiment will

led by Director Ruoff, developed a technology

into high added value single-crystal metal foils. In

its first forum in 2020, when it gave awards

diseases, including Alzheimer’s disease. He added,

of science and technology and to boost morale

performance and promotion outcomes from

In 2020, government awards were given to 79

researchers awarded this year’s prizes were

IBS researchers; 26 medals,

in 2019. In addition to the IBS, Seoul National

9 prizes, 20 President’s

NAM Chang Hee
Director of the
IBS Center for
Relativistic Laser
Science

Science and Technolog y

o f hi s c o n t r ib u t i o n t o

KIM Chang Young
Associate Director
of the IBS Center for
Correlated Electron
Systems

Director OH Yong-Geun, honored with

Institute, and UNIST produced awardees of the

led by Director C. Justin Lee of the IBS Center

Science and ICT Prize

Axel Timmermann, Director of the IBS Center

inhibition mechanism of GABA, the inhibitor y

Univer sit y, Korea Institute of Machiner y &

for Climate Physics, revealed that climate change

SeReMABI (Selective Reversible MAO-B Inhibitor),
In 2014, the Cognitive Glioscience Group,

for Cognition and Socialit y, identif ied the

the groundwork for

ultrahigh intensity laser-
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at IBS, honored with the Minister of

Director Rodney Ruof f of the IBS Center for

T hr oug h a joint R & D pr o je c t w i t h t h e

Woong, head of the Communications Team (IBS

the reactive astrocytes of the brain.

evaluation, management, and distribution of

the 2019 “Korea Science Prize”

Director OH Yong-Geun of the IBS Center for

Geometry and Physics, was awarded the 2019

Multidimensional Carbon Materials, BAE Dae

“Korea Science Prize” at the ceremony held in the

Convergence Research Center for Dementia

HQ), and KIM Hyemin, senior administrative staff

A world-renowned mathematician in geometry,

(KDS2010), a candidate drug expected to recover

awarded the Minister of Science and ICT Prize at

constantly reduces the amount of GABA, over-

Awards Ceremony.

and enhance cognitive functions. SeReMABI

Science, led by Director

cord injur y and obesity - to increase clinical

neurotransmitter generated and secreted from

s e c tor. The IB S Center

Nam, has e s t ablishe d

B a e a n d K im w e r e a w a r d e d f o r t h e ir

published in Science, a global academic journal.

Director Rodney Ruoff and two others

Neurobiogen to develop a new drug based on

DTC of the KIST, the team developed SeReMABI

for Relativis tic Laser

“we are planning to conduct not only SeReMABI

a known possible Alzheimer's treatment.

selected from those who published their research

(MOU) with the biopharmaceutical company

raising the status of the

dome s tic laser science

November 2018, reports of the development were

research outcomes.

prize.

Merit Ungbi in recognition

breakthrough in developing a treatment for brain

benefits.”

awarded.

a w ar d e d t h e O r d e r o f

that turns affordable polycrystalline metal foils

contributions to promoting the organizational

IBS has signed a memorandum of understanding

Materials, Korea Astronomy and Space Science

Direc tor Nam was

Center for Multidimensional Carbon Materials,

clinical trials, but also in-depth research on spinal

government R&D inve s tment s. The se ven

pr ize s , and 24 Pr ime

Mini s t e r ’s pr i z e s w e r e

research infrastructure and know-how with the

generated in Alzheimer’s brains.

Gwacheon National Science Museum.

of the Research Management Team (IBS HQ), were

Director Oh earned his B.A. from Seoul National

the 2019 National R&D Performance Evaluation

and receiving his Ph.D. from the University of

Every year since 2003, to boost morale and

evaluation of its five centers

IBS completed the f ive - year per formance
evaluation for its five centers. The following five

centers were evaluated: ▲ Center for Theoretical

Physics of the Universe (Director CHOI Kiwoon)

California, Berkeley. In 2012, he became an IBS

(Director Rodney Ruoff) ▲ Center for Soft and

▲ Center for Multidimensional Carbon Materials

director to lead the Center for Geometr y and

Living Matter (Director Steve Granick) ▲ Center

The MSIT stated that he was selected as

Center for Axion and Precision Physics Research

honor among scientists and engineers and to

Physics.

cause of dementia. In the 2019 experiment

Science and ICT has been rewarding individuals

the prize winner “in recognition of his role in

motivate them to face challenges, the Ministry of

IBS completed five-year performance

University in 1983, before moving to America

While existing drugs only temporarily alleviate

symptoms, SeReMABI is expected to cure the

and Associate Director PARK Je Geun of the IBS

contribution to producing one of the top 100

Direc tor Lee said, “Combining our brain

and ICT of Korea has given awards on Science

recipients, including two

Dir e c t or Ruo f f w a s r e c og ni ze d f or his

best R&D achievements in the nation. The IBS

R&D competence of Neurobiogen will provide a

among those in science and technology fields.

This year, a total of 139 persons were awarded;

to make a breakthrough in finding a cure for brain

promotion of research results.

to individuals with out s t anding re s earch

YEOM Han Woong of the IBS Center for Artificial

and institutions that created excellent outcomes.

Prize.

Day to those contributing to the development

CHANG Sukbok of the IBS Center for Catalytic

disease, obesity, stroke, spinal cord injury, and

diseases.

The Ministry of Science and ICT (MSIT) held

He has become the four th awardee of the

treatment mechanisms and evaluation of efficacy,

awarded from the Minister of Science and ICT for

Every year since 1975, the Ministry of Science

physics.”

joint research, including the study of additional

pharmaceutical companies, the MOU is expected

outstanding research performance and active

studied in modern geometr y and theoretical

Based on the MOU, both parties will conduct

Chang Young of the IBS Center for Correlated

Electron Systems, was awarded the President’s

and mirror symmetr y, which is most actively

of GABA.

Amid continued clinical failures by global

The IBS Center for Climate Physics at the IBS was

tool of symplectic topology and as a leading

for Genome Engineering (Director KIM Jin-Soo) ▲

(Director Yannis Semertzidis).
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Considering that basic science requires long-

term research, IBS conducts evaluations five

years after the start of research. To concudt a

qualitative evaluation contrary to a quantitative

evaluation based on thesis performance, the

evaluation teams are composed of international
scholars in each discipline.

They comprehensively evaluate academic

progress and reputation established since the

evaluation result s will be ref lec ted in the

operation of the centers, research funds by each
center, and resource allocation.

Transfer of probiotics technology,

a potential treatment for immune
system diseases

science research efforts lead to the development

of drugs for incurable diseases. Including this

transfer of the probiotic technology, IBS achieved

a technological transfer worth KRW 20 billion in
2019 alone.

IBS President NOH Do Young said, “this

The evaluation results were finalized through the

of the IBS headquarters and the ‘Hanbit Pagoda.’

of Korea’s information science sector, through

Culture Center”) is a space open to the public, run

his congratulatory remark, “Opening of the IBS

agreement between the MSIT, Daejeon City, and

been possible without the wholehearted support

Science Culture Center is designed as a hub for

City—with budget support and a free land lease.”

was awarded the Four th “Young Information

of Information Scientists and Engineers (KIISE).
below, who contributed to the development

IBS. Located in the middle of the city, the IBS

circle. C.I. Cha boasts remarkable achievements

interactions between scientists and the public

Her research includes detecting fake news

It comprises IBS Science Library, Art-In-Science

in the fields of data science and social computing.

after consultation with the Scientific Advisory

for immune and inflammation diseases, to

headquarters on December

based on big data, inferring economic indicators

Committee (SAB). A total of 40 participants joined

ImmunoBiome Inc. ImmunoBiome. The signing

experts and 28 world-renowned scholars from

Daejeon.

Ewha Woman’s University

Based on evaluation results, IBS will boost

strain derived from Bifidobacterium bifidum,

Director of the Center for

exchanges and cooperation with other domestic

IBS researchers were inspired by the observation

renowned expert in the field of nuclear physics

Methods in Natural Language Processing (EMNLP)

follow-up measures for enhancing research

autoimmune diseases, such as atopic dermatitis.

Prior to coming to IBS, he carried out many

C.I. Cha said, “it is a great honor to be awarded

influence, such as at tracting and fostering

immune response to induce regulatory T cells

research institutes, such as Yale Universit y,

but it also produces an immunostimulant, beta-

years, he has worked in experimental nuclear

the evaluation group, including 12 domestic

nine foreign countries.

synergetic effects of group research through

research teams. Furthermore, IBS will employ
competence of the center and increasing their

domestic talent and female scientist s. The

ceremony was held in the IBS Headquarters in
The technology is related to the probiotic

which is mainly found in the feces of newborns.

that breastfed children are less likely to develop
This strain not only induces or suppresses the

(Treg) to maintain an immune system balance,
glucan (β-1-6-glucan).

Beta-glucan is expected to be used in many

has been appointed as the

HAHN Kevin Insik

Director of the
Center for Exotic
Nuclear Studies

Exotic Nuclear Studies. Director Hahn is a worldand nuclear astrophysics.

important experiments at the world's leading

Caltech, and RIKEN (Japan). For the past 20

physics, as a faculty member at Ewha Woman’s

insomnia detection model. Her published papers

have been quoted more than 13,000 times.

C.I. Cha was invited to make a keynote speech

with the theme “Challenges faced with Social

Computing” at the Conference on Empirical

held in Hong Kong in November 2019.

this prize, and I’ll continue to make efforts to

gallery, and an IBS Outreach Hall on the first floor.
Spaces for gatherings including aonference hall

are available on the second floor. The Science

Lounge on the third floor offers convenience
facilities.

The IBS Science Library boasts over 20,000

pieces of science-related materials, including

the ‘Cinema Roof,’ a small movie theater, ‘Science

Galler y,’ where visitors can use PCs or have

group activities and discussions, and the ‘Garden
Terrace,’ where visitors can enjoy the great view

IBS President NOH Do Young empathized in

Science Culture Center today would not have

of the Ministry of Science and ICT and Daejeon

IBS President Noh added, “the IBS Science

Culture Center will serve as the outpost to spread
the culture of science.”

From basic to breakthrough: IBS,
Korea’s answer to MPI and RIKEN

IBS, nation’s answer to MPI and RIKEN

In its May 28th issue, the journal Nature featured
the Nature Index( NI) 2020 South Korea. While

looking to South Korea’s strategy to become

a “first mover”, the journal featured IBS as the

nation’s answer to Germany’s Max Planck Society
and Japan’s RIKEN.

The special repor t demonstrated how a

concentrated government push enabled South

Korea to become an innovative leader as

in health functional foods or medicines for

determine the origin of cosmic elements, such as

rankings.

as cell therapy products using regulatory T cells

the discovery of new rare isotopes.” He added

retained its positions in the top 10 countries

autoimmune and inflammatory diseases, as well
as active ingredients.

IBS has been transferring various technologies,

including immunother apy f or c ancer and
treatment for Alzheimer's, to make sure that basic

st

Prof. HAHN Kevin Insik of

through satellite images, and developing an

through ea wide variety of cultural exhibits.

equipment, and IBS main research achievements.

University.

ways, including using strains as active ingredients
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16, 2019.

The IBS Science Culture Center (“Science

KIISE explained that Cha was selected in

Nuclear Studie s kicke d
of f r e s ear ch at the IB S

The event was attended by more than 200

by the IBS, and established through a multilateral

recognition of her leading role in the academic

The IBS Center for Exotic

the IBS headquarters located in Doryong-dong,

outstanding research performance and a great

potential for growth.

IBS transferred the probiotics technology, which
can lead to the development of the treatment

The Science Lounge on the third floor consists of

domestic and foreign guests.

Science Group of the IBS Pioneer Research Center

comprehensive evaluation of the Research Group

Selection and Evaluation Committee (SEC) and

The IBS Science Culture Center, where visitors

This award is given to the scientists aged 40 or

launched

second evaluation in the second half of the year.

of IBS since its foundation in 2011, i research

Daejeon.

IBS Center for Exotic Nuclear Studies

evaluation in the first half of the year and the

The IBS Outreach Hall features the histor y

IBS Science Culture Center opened

Scientist Award,” granted by the Korean Institute

make the world a better place.”

written and on-site evaluations twice; the first

science books.

can see, learn, and experience science, opened in

technologies, while continuing basic research to

evaluation group for each center to conduct

language editions, over 60% of its collection are

magazines. Among 3,700+ books in original

for Mathematical and Computational Sciences,

shows basic science, started out of scientific

“we will find more oppor tunities to transfer

Since the beginning of 2019, IBS formed an

artificial intelligence and data science research.”

curiosity, can do something for the happiness of

and foreign research groups and whether new
the results, each center was rated in six grades.

Information Scientist Award”

book s , document ar ie s , and inter national

Chief Investigator (C.I.) CHA Meeyoung of the Data

humankind and social development.” He added,

research areas have been explored. According to

honored with the fourth “Young

contribute to the development of ‘warm’ science

and technology, which helps society through

technology transfer is a representative case that

foundation of the centers, such as synergistic

ef fect through collaboration with domestic

Chief Investigator (C.I.) CHA Meeyoung,

Director Hahn said, “We plan to research to

the process of generating heavy elements and
that the IBS “will lay the foundation for domestic

research and conduct universally recognized
research, although Korea is a latecomer in
nuclear physics.”

demonstrated by its fairly well maintained NI
According to the NI 2020, South Korea has

in terms of high quality research papers. The
countr y is seen to be faring better than most

amidst a substantial and intensive research

investment from China.
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Mutation correction, a discover y on the
origin of the universe and of modern humans

IBS’ strong and stable suppor t resulted in
prominent scientific breakthroughs: IBS Center

for Genome Engineering reported the correction

of a disease-causing mutation in human embryos.
The IBS scientists used the groundbreaking gene-

editing tool CRISPR-Cas9 to repair the DNA piece

that causes a common genetic heart disease,

furthering medical advances. (Nature, August

2017).

As for research that has contributed to creating

Springer Nature

First to crack the genomic secret to a novel

the top 20 of global government institutions.

The institute’s role as a global player is further

reflected by its research output in the natural
sciences. On a normalized basis, IBS competes

with the world’s top institutions in terms of the

proportion of its high quality research output

(as measured by Nature Index) within its overall
article output in natural sciences (as measured by

Dimensions).

2020, marks a turning point for IBS and

new knowledge of humanit y, the IBS Center

South Korea

significantly challenged the long-standing claim

science is at a critical point as the first eight IBS

for Underground Physics repor ted data that

The cover of the Nature Index 2020 South Korea.

as the number 1 national institution and within

The special repor t notes that South Korean

of dark-matter induced events.

centers are up for review to continue beyond the

enough sensitivity to require a new dark-matter

will also shape the national scientific landscape:

the origin of the universe. (Nature, December

pledge to become a “first mover”.

(ICCP) pinpointed the bir thplace of modern

Quantum Nanoscience in Seoul says, “I like that

The COSINE-100 Experiment built a detector with

model, bringing the world closer to discovering
2018). Also, the IBS Center for Climate Physics

year 2020. It describes this landmark decision

whether the countr y will continue to push its
Andreas Heinrich, director of the IBS Center for

Coronavirus

humans (Nature, October 2019).

pressure.” He adds, “If I cannot build a top-class

economic and scientific transformation to its

From basic to breakthrough

right person for the job, or it’s not possible in that

Nature attributed Korea’s rapid and long-lasting
‘top-down’ planning.

In fewer than 10 years, IBS has evolved from an

investment in basic research, it featured IBS as

centers. In the 2020 NI Annual Tables, IBS ranked

Notably, as South Korea’s highest-profile

a national vision to bring world’s top scientists

idea to a multi-disciplinary web of 30 research

research center in eight years, either I’m not the
environment.”

Source: www.nature.com�collections�aeigjdecdj

and grant them full autonomy of research. The

nation’s first basic science flagship has yielded
quite significant triumphs.

For instance, in March 2020, the IBS Center

for RNA Research at Seoul National University

became one of the first research groups in the

world to sequence the transcriptome — the

total product of all expressed genes — of the

coronavirus that caused the COVID-19 pandemic

(Cell, April 2020).

Prof. KIM V. Narr y, a biochemist and the

center ’s dire c tor, say s the wor k re quire d

an int er dis c iplinar y t eam o f v ir olog is t s ,

Springer Nature

microbiologists and computational scientists,

which was enabled by IBS’s steady suppor t.

“Without IBS funding, I don’t think it would have

been possible,” she says.
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IBS in the Nature Index 2020 Annual Tables.

IBS�SNS�Channels�
News�from�IBS

Communication�Lounge

Twitter

Of ficial�Twit ter�account�of�IBS�provides�recent�
fundamental�breakthroughs�from�IBS�research�

centers��Please�check�the�latest�tweets�at�
twitter�com�IBS_media

Facebook

IBS�with�Video

YouTube

Take�a�look�at�how�IBS�engages�the�public�in�various�

Missed�great�lectures�from�IBS�scientists��Want�to�

us�for�a�variety�of�lectures�and�quizzes��in�addition�to�

Centers��Subscribe�now�and�click�the��Like���

events�to�disseminate�scientific�knowledge��Follow�

news�from�the�scientiﬁc�community��Join�today��
www�facebook�com�ibs�media�ibs�

check�the�latest�videos�of�research�ﬁndings�from�IBS�

Please�visit�

www�youtube�com�channel�

UC0f7DokmG5Hm4h335kkzRjA�view_as=subscriber

IBS�YouTube�Character�Naming�Contest
The�YouTube�channel�for�the�Institute�for�Basic�Science��IBS��now�a�new�face���Genome���

The��Genome��was�modelled�after�IBS��logo�installation�near�the�main�entrance�of�the�IBS�HQ��
which�resembles�a�sea�animal��a�crab�

The�winner�

Genom

From�February�3rd�to�6th��IBS�held�a�naming�contest�for�a�new�institutional�mascot��which�would�become�
the�oﬃcial�character�IBS�YouTube�through�its�oﬃcial�Facebook�page��

�Genom��was�chosen�as�the�winner�since�it�is�a�biology�terminology�as�well�as�its�Korean�pronunciation���ge���
invokes�the�image�of�a�crab��which�resembles�the�institution�s�logo�character�installation��Look�forward�to�
see��Genome��in�IBS�SNS�channels���Genome��will�guide�you�through�IBS��fantastic�research�world�

Any�inquiry�or�feedback��
Please�contact�at��

ibs_oﬃcial@naver�com
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